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Abstract
This thesis explores the relationship between science, technology, Islam, and politics in
postrevolutionary Iran. The central question of this thesis is how a group of Islamist
revolutionaries utilized science and technology to consolidate power in the Islamic Republic
state and neutralize other competing factions involved in the 1979 revolution. I mainly focus on
the events of Iran’s Cultural Revolution in the spring of 1980, which shut down all universities
for three years and gave birth to two new revolutionary institutions: a policymaking council,
called the Headquarters of the Cultural Revolution (HCR) and a nation-wide network of Islamist
students who overthrew university administrations, called the University Jehad (UJ). Along with
other pre-existing bureaucratic organizations, these revolutionary bodies governed science and
technology in postrevolutionary Iran. I argue that the institutional and ideological tensions
between these new institutions and with older bureaucratic organizations exemplify the crisis of
the Islamic Republic state in the early 1980s.
To understand the relevance of science and technology in the state building processes in
postrevolutionary Iran, this thesis is the first to examine the history of a new form of
technoscientific enterprise pursued by the HCR, called “Islamic technoscience”. Islamic
technoscience is the embodiment of the revolutionary doctrines of independence, selfsufficiency, and anti-colonial science materialized in a set of small and simply-designed
machines meant to protect the state’s food security, economic resilience, and employment
market. These machines, along with other achievements of the Islamized universities, were
celebrated and displayed at the HCR’s science fairs, on the anniversaries of the Cultural
Revolution. Showcasing these material artifacts, these exhibitions featured the binary between
colonial science and Islamic technoscience demonstrating the importance of politics in the design
iii

of technology. In addition, I study the social relevance of Islamic technoscience examining the
relationship between gender roles and the technoscientific ambitions of the state. Through a deep
reading of certain documents revealing the internal ruling relationships within the HCR and UJ, I
examine the major restrictions on women’s enrolment in technical, engineering, and agricultural
subjects as well as the acts of resistance against these policies by Iranian female scientists.
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Lay Summary
In this thesis, I study the rise of the scientific and technological ambitions of the Islamic
Republic of Iran in its very first stage during 1980-1983. I mainly focus on an enormous political
upheaval in Iran—the Cultural Revolution—examining how a radical populist Islamist faction of
the Islamic revolution instrumentalized science, technology, and higher education to consolidate
power and beat its socialist rivals. These attempts resulted in the shutdown of all universities,
purges of approximately 7000 students and professors, and the establishment of controversial
science policy organizations. Most importantly, I came across a few technological artifacts,
machines, and devices developed under the Islamic state during the Cultural Revolution which
were supposed to represent the ideology of Islamism for the nation. Last but not least, I study an
interesting case study about female equality activist in the realm of science and technology
during the early Islamic Republic period.
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Preface
This thesis is an original intellectual product of the author, Ata Heshmati. It involves no research
on human or nonhuman animals. Ethics approval was neither required nor obtained.

The archival research reported in Chapters 2 to 4 was done based on sources that are
available on the public domain. Figures and illustrations republished and cited in this thesis are
all in the public domain.
An earlier analysis of the data was presented in the panel for Sociology of Science and
Technology at 2019 annual conference of The Canadian Sociology Association (CSA) held at
UBC, Vancouver.1

Ata Heshmati, “From Iran’s Cultural Revolution to the Islamic Technoscience (1980-1988),” in The Canadian
Sociology Association (Vancouver, 2019), https://www.csa-scs.ca/conference/paper/from-irans-cultural-revolutionto-the-islamic-technoscience-1980-1988/.
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Note on Transliterations

For common Islamic and Arabic words, I followed the transliteration rules of the International
Journal of Middle Eastern Studies (for example: Muslims, the Qur’an, Islam, etc.).
For Persian names and words, I followed the transliteration system suggested by the Iranian
Studies Journal. A simplified guide to this system is available from
https://associationforiranianstudies.org/journal/transliteration.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Now we, as a developing nation, have come face to face with the machine and technology,
and without our volition. That is, we have resigned ourselves to whatever may come. What
are we to do? Must we remain the mere consumers we are today or are we to shut our doors
to the machine and technology and retreat into the depths of our ancient ways, our national
and religious traditions? Or is there a third possibility?
Jalal Ale-Ahmad, Gharbzadegi2

In the wake of Iran’s revolution of 1979, Ayatollah Khomeini and his clerical disciples in the
Islamic Republic Party (IRP) pursued several schemes to remove dissidents and competitors
from the political arena. One of the most extensive and violent parts of these schemes was aimed
at cleansing the country’s scientific, technological, and academic institutions from “undesirable
elements and counterrevolutionaries”. A vast series of clashes broke out on university campuses
in April and May of 1980, leading to the shutdown of all universities for three years. Called the
“Cultural Revolution”, this event has usually been remembered for the systemic purges and the
dissolution of the modern education system that followed. Many student organizations were
announced illegal and thousands of professors, students, and academic staff were purged and
forced into exile due to being communist, secular, liberal, or loyal to the former regime.
Although some unsystematic purges had already begun immediately after the triumph of the
revolution in February 1979, the Cultural Revolution entailed waves of systematic and
uncompromising purges launched by a televised announcement on March 21, 1980 from the
supreme leader, Ayatollah Roohollah Khomeini. In that announcement, he urged his followers to
bring the revolution to the universities and cleanse the campuses of “professors with links to

2

Jalal Al-i Ahmad, Occidentosis: A Plague from the West (First Published in 1962) (Berkeley, CA: Mizan Press,
1984), 78.
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either the East or the West”. He then expressed that “all of our backwardness has been due to the
failure of most university-educated intellectuals to acquire correct knowledge of Iranian Islamic
society”.3
A few days after this announcement, upon several demonstrations and violent quarrels, a
group of Islamist students and supporters of the IRP overthrew university buildings,
administrative offices, and student headquarters governed by leftist students. In June 1980, when
almost all universities were under the control of Ayatollah Khomeini’s supporters, he issued a
decree declaring the establishment of a new revolutionary organization, called the Headquarters
of the Cultural Revolution (henceforth, HCR). The HCR aimed to Islamize the higher education
system, redesign the curricula, and regulate the purges while the universities were indefinitely
shutdown. Above all, this organization planned, funded, and implemented research and
development projects which, as I will discuss, symbolized the scientific and technological
ambitions of the young Islamic Republic state.
While previous studies focused mainly on what happened during the Cultural Revolution,
this thesis is primarily focused on the aftermath of this event, exploring the concerted efforts of
the HCR to create technoscientific knowledge and products in different areas under the Islamic
state. It is sometimes assumed that the Cultural Revolution interrupted and even ruined most of
the modern technoscientific infrastructure and projects founded by the shah’s modernization
program in the 1950s-1970s. However, as my study shows, this widely held assumption not only
is questionable but also is a common misunderstanding about the Islamic Republic regime. I will
argue that the technoscientific endeavors of the state were among the very first strategies of the

3

Ruhollah Khomeini and Hamid Algar, Islam and Revolution (New York: Routledge, 2010), 291–92.
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postrevolutionary clerical leaders of the IRP to consolidate power and propagate their desired
image of an Islamic state as a modern state. In the following sections, I will briefly situate my
research in the historical studies of the early Islamic Republic period (1980s) by discussing the
potential contributions of this thesis to our current understanding of the status of science and
technology under an Islamic state.
1.1

Historiography of the Cultural Revolution

There are at least three general categories in the existing studies of the Cultural Revolution. A
large group of scholars have studied this event as an educational change primarily within the
higher education system of Iran. The second group of scholars have mostly viewed the Cultural
Revolution as a political milestone in the postrevolutionary struggle over power between leftists
and Islamists. They have focused primarily on the political transformations driven by this event
and disregarded, often unintentionally, the importance of educational, technoscientific, and
intellectual motivations of the stakeholders. The third group saw the Cultural Revolution as an
important part of an “epistemic shift” taking off after the 1979 Iranian Revolution. This
epistemic shift, as argued by these scholars, was bolstered by the political changes and
institutional transformation triggered by the Cultural Revolution. All these studies have shed
light on this topic from various angles. In the following paragraphs, I will review the most
important contributions of these studies while highlighting a few essential gaps in our current
understanding about the background and aftermath of the event.
1) Educational Studies: The majority of historical studies of the Cultural Revolution have
focused on the transformation of both pre- and postsecondary education and some radical
curricular changes within universities and schools. Earlier studies of this type were written by a
generation of scholars who actively witnessed the turmoil of the early Islamic Republic period
3

(1979-1989) and sometimes were also victimized by them. These scholars have recorded their
most immediate observations of the events and unashamedly reflected their political views in
their critical studies. The earliest works on the Cultural Revolution were mostly accompanied by
a fresh and useful contemporary insight about the political formations after the reopening of
universities.4
Later educational studies were predominantly devoted to the history of structural
transformations and discursive changes in the higher education system inspired by different
systematic methodological viewpoints. For instance, Shahrzad Mojab’s dissertation on the
“Islamization” of universities,5 David Menashri’s seminal book on the history of modern
education in Iran,6 and Maghsood Ferasatkhah’s multiple publications on the history of
universities7 are among the most notable efforts contributing to this topic within the broader
category of educational studies.8 They have viewed the “Islamization project” as a failed attempt,
that it never met its “intended” policies and plans for making an alternative form of modern

Farideh Selhoun, “IRAN,” Equity & Excellence in Education 20, no. 6 (November 30, 1982): 13–14; Khosrow
Sobhe, “Education in Revolution: Is Iran Duplicating the Chinese Cultural Revolution?,” Comparative Education
18, no. 3 (September 11, 1982): 271–80; Nader Entessar, “Educational Reforms in Iran: Cultural Revolution or
Anti-Intellectualism?,” Journal of South Asian and Middle Eastern Studies 8, no. 1 (1984): 47.
5
Shahrzad Mojab, “The State and University: The Islamic Cultural Revolution in the Institutions of Higher
Education of Iran, 1980-1987” (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1991).
6
Daṿid Menashri, Education and the Making of Modern Iran (Cornell University Press, 1992).
7
Maghsood Farasatkhah, Sargozash va Savaaneh-e Daneshgah Dar Iran [The Adventures of University in Iran (A
Historical Study on the Higher Education; Emphasizing Economic, Social, Political, and Cultural Factors)]
(Tehran: Rasa, 2008); Maghsood Farasatkhah, “The Independency of the University (Conceptual Transformations
and the Global Challenges) with a Historical Review on Iran,” in University and Higher Education (Tehran: Ney,
2009), 11–37.
8
Other scholars whose works have dealt with the relationship between the Cultural Revolution and modern
education in Iran are as follows: Saeed Paivandi, “Education in the Islamic Republic of Iran and Perspectives on
Democratic Reforms,” 2012; Saeid Golkar, “Cultural Engineering Under Authoritarian Regimes: Islamization of
Universities in Postrevolutionary Iran,” Digest of Middle East Studies (Malden, USA: Wiley, 2012); M. Hussein
Fereshteh, “Higher Education Relations: Iranian and the United States Experience.,” August 28, 1994; Robert E.
Rucker, “Trends in Post-Revolutionary Iranian Education,” Journal of Contemporary Asia 21, no. 4 (January 1991):
455–68; Golnar Mehran, “Ideology and Education in the Islamic Republic of Iran,” Compare: A Journal of
Comparative and International Education 20, no. 1 (January 1990): 53–65.
4
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education that was crucial for building a new Islamic civilization. As Menashri suggests, the
launch of the “Islamization project” within universities was compromised by an inevitable
pragmatic and inclusive program that began by the reopening of universities. There are also
many scholars who have focused on the status of women in higher education, investigating
various state gender policies in the first decade of the Islamic Republic’s establishment.9
However, female scientists’ resistance against those discriminatory policies and the gender-based
classification of technoscientific disciplines have remained understudied.
2) Political History: The Cultural Revolution was probably the most extensive historical
event in the political milieu of Iran before the outbreak of the Iran-Iraq war. It occurred in many
cities, engaging tens of thousands of people and had an enormous impact on the lives of
generations of Iranian students. Yet other historical milestones of the eventful years of 1979 and
1980 have overshadowed the political significance of the Cultural Revolution in the emerging
literature of the early Islamic Republic. This is probably the main reason why only a few
scholars have shown interest in analyzing the changing power dynamics before and after the
Cultural Revolution. Mohammad Gha’ed’s investigative journalism in Louh magazine,10 Ali
Afshari’s essay series in Radio Zamaneh,11 and Behrooz Ghamari-Tabrizi’s ground-breaking

Parastou Dokouhaki and Nazanin Shahrokni, “A Separation at Iranian Universities,” MERIP Middle East Report,
October 18, 2012; Golnar Mehran, “‘Doing and Undoing Gender’: Female Higher Education in the Islamic Republic
of Iran,” International Review of Education 55, no. 5–6 (2009): 541–59; Reza Rezaee, “Education Behind The Veil:
The Impact Of The Cultural Revolution On Women’s Higher Education In Iran” (Texas State University, 2008).
10
As the editor of this semi-periodical magazine in the period 1998-2003, Gha’ed was probably the first Iranian
journalist who broke the silence prevailing throughout the 1980s and 1990s about the horrible things that happened
in the Cultural Revolution. Particularly, he contributed to the making of various historical sources revealing many
untold aspects of the Cultural Revolution. See Mohammad Gha’ed, “Chador-e Vahdat va Fath-e Daneshgah (the
Umbrella of Unity and the Conquest of University),” in Dastan-e Ayandegan (Unpublished), 2011.
11
Ali Afshari, “Baz-Khani-e Enghelab-e Farhangi (Revisiting the Cultural Revolution) 1-4,” Radio Zamaneh, 2012.
9
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study of postrevolutionary Iran12 are only a few examples of the important research exploring the
sociopolitical aspects of this conflict. Nevertheless, the role of the Cultural Revolution in the
process of state-making has rarely been highlighted. There are also a few historical studies
focusing on the effects of this event on the egalitarian, socialist, and student movements in the
postrevolutionary era.13 While the existing literature lacks a systematic analysis of the internal
conflicts between the revolutionary scientific institutions and the bureaucratic managers and
policymakers, this thesis does not intend to fill this gap. Instead, I wish to explore the structural
tension within the state governance of science during the Cultural Revolution, which was
distributed between the Ministry of Cultural and Higher Education, the HCR, and its network of
young students and engineers called the University Jehad (UJ). Hence, apart from the larger
competition between the Islamists and their rivals, I focus on the smaller-scale rivalry between
the formal government and the social movement organizations.
3) Intellectual History: Apart from its political impulses and educational manifestations,
the Cultural Revolution is sometimes described as an important intellectual turning point. As
Mohamad Tavakoli-Targhi has suggested, the Shi’ie clerics’ consolidation of power laid the
foundation for an “epistemic shift” in the intellectual discourse of postrevolutionary Iran. This
idea is supported by his unpublished research on the medical and engineering metaphors used in
political discourses before and after the 1979 revolution. Together with a perceptible decline of
pathological rhetoric among the intelligentsia, Tavakoli-Targhi identifies a remarkable rise of

12

Behrooz Ghamari-Tabrizi, Islam and Dissent in Postrevolutionary Iran: Abdolkarim Soroush, Religious Politics
and Democratic Reform (London, New York: IB Tauris, 2008).
13
Ardalan Rezamand, “Justice Interrupted: The University and the Imam,” in Iran’s Struggles for Social Justice:
Economics, Agency, Justice, Activism, 2016; Reza Razavi, “The Cultural Revolution in Iran, with Close Regard to
the Universities, and Its Impact on the Student Movement,” ME Studies 45, no. 1 (January 5, 2009): 1–17.
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concepts and ideas derived from the field of engineering and construction in the 1980s.14 The
leading assumption of these types of intellectual histories is that “the Cultural Revolution of the
1980s ventured into abstract philosophical debates,”15 and hence, created a new vocabulary for
the sociopolitical affairs afterwards. However, the intellectual side of the Cultural Revolution has
been so appealing that it has overshadowed its practical externalities and technoscientific
consequences. For instance, although scholars, such as Ghamari-Tabrizi, have identified the anticolonial and global lineage of the term “Islamic Science”,16 much less effort has been made to
unearth material demonstrations of this concept.17
To sum up, this brief historiography demonstrates that very few scholars have considered the
transformation of policies, practices, and ideas related to science and technology in
postrevolutionary Iran. In particular, no single study has studied the vast number of
developmental projects, technoscientific devices, popularizing exhibitions, and new institutions
created by the HCR and the UJ which were involved in the formation of the Islamic state.
Beyond that, we still do not know how the idea of a “cultural revolution” appeared in the Iranian
context in the first place. Was this idea intertwined with science and technology from the

Mohamad Tavakoli-Targhi, “Clerico-Engineering: An Introduction,” Iran Nameh 27, no. 1 (2012): 14–17.
Tavakoli-Targhi, 15.
16
Behrooz Ghamari‐Tabrizi, “Is Islamic Science Possible?,” Social Epistemology 10, no. 3–4 (July 1, 1996): 317–
30. There are, however, more than a few problems with this interpretation of the label of “Islamic science and
technology”. Being a practicing Muslim scientist or technologist has become an unnecessary prerequisite for being
included in this definition. Hence, just like many other historians of Islamic science, Ghamari-Tabrizi’s
interpretation neglects the multicultural and multireligious nature of Islamicate postcolonial societies which
historically reflected their modernizing demands through technoscientific achievements. For more on the
chauvinistic approaches to the idea of Islamic Science and Technology, see Küçük, “Early Modern Ottoman
Science: A New Materialist Framework.”
17
Discussing an intellectual conflict among different postrevolutionary thinkers, Ghamari-Tabrizi only mentions
that “an Islamic Lysenkoism was in the making under the Islamic Republic” which “should be taken seriously.” (see
Ghamari-Tabrizi, Islam and Dissent in Postrevolutionary Iran, 207.) Unfortunately, such comparison between
“Islamic technoscience” and Lysenko’s hostility against genetics and the theory of natural selection lacks specificity
and accuracy.
14
15
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beginning? Or did this type of engagement only show up after the emergence of the need for the
establishment of the Islamic state? What are the transnational and global aspects of these
technoscientific ambitions? Lastly, how did the new state envision a gender structure in science
and technology?
This thesis is an attempt to answer some of the above questions through an archival study. It
aims to contribute to the rising wave of sociological and historical studies of postrevolutionary
Iran by examining the mutual relationship of science, technology, and the state.18 In this regard,
throughout this research, I will use the term “Islamic technoscience” when referring to this
unprecedented symbiosis between an Islamic state and technoscientific efforts.
1.2

Why Does “Islamic Technoscience” Matter?

“Islamic Technoscience” refers to the theoretical and practical projects pursued by the Islamic
Republic state under the supervision of revolutionary organizations such as the HCR. I use
“technoscience” to highlight the predominantly technological aspects of these programs. Coined
by the Belgian philosopher Gilbert Hottois, technoscience usually refers to “scientific practices
that are directly intertwined in a technological setting and that are technologically driven”.19 The
Islamist revolutionaries of Iran were quite preoccupied with numerous possible functions of
science and technology in their massive state-building project after overthrowing the shah’s
monarchic regime. The purpose of those technoscientific ambitions was to build an egalitarian,
Islamic, and modern civilization, strengthening their rivalry with both the Eastern, Socialist Bloc

One might call it “co-production” of technology and state. See Steven Shapin, Simon Schaffer, and Thomas
Hobbes, Leviathan and the Air-Pump (Br Soc Philosophy Sci, 1985); Sheila Jasanoff, States of Knowledge: The CoProduction of Science and the Social Order (Routledge, 2004).
19
Chris Salter and Andrew Pickering, Alien Agency : Experimental Encounters with Art in the Making (2015), 6.
18
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and the Western, liberal world. Islamic technoscience, hence, has been fueled by some
civilizational ambitions of political Islam.
Despite an increasing interest in studying the history of Islamist movements, to my
knowledge, there are very few works exploring the relationship between science, technology,
and Islamism, especially in the Iranian context.20 The technoscientific programs of the Islamic
Republic during the Cultural Revolution exemplify this nuanced relationship. Islamism is usually
perceived as an anti-science and reactionary movement seeking to overthrow the secular ruling
systems to establish a society whose ideals are fundamentally opposed to the moral, cultural, and
material ideals of modernity. Nonetheless, the practical efforts for making an Islamic state during
the Cultural Revolution can show that an “anti-modern” image of Islamism is inadequate and,
sometimes, erroneous. Following sociological studies of modernity, such as Eisenstadt and Scott
Lash, I prefer using the term “alternative modernity”21 to capture the technoscientific ambitions
of the postrevolutionary Islamists of Iran as well as their opposition to the “European
Enlightenment rationality of progress”. In this regard, as I will show in later chapters, Islamic
technoscience is an indispensable element of this alternative modernity.22
The pursuit of Islamic technoscience, as an initiative for making an alternative modernity,
has quite a long history in the global south. The colonial encounters of the Muslim world with

20

The most remarkable attempt in this subject belongs to the anthropologist Mazyar Lotfalian whose short essay on
the lineages of Islamic thinkers’ ideas about modern sciences has opened the discussion from an intellectual point of
view. See Mazyar Lotfalian, “Keywords in Islamic Critiques of Technosciene : Iranian Post-Revolutionary”; Mazyar
Lotfalian, “The Iranian Scientific Community and Its Diaspora after the Islamic Revolution,”.
21
Shmuel Noah Eisenstadt, Multiple Modernities (Routledge, 2017) (1st ed. 2002), 10–11; Scott Lash, Another
Modernity, a Different Rationality (John Wiley & Sons, 1999). For an interesting use of alternative modernity in the
context of the history of technology, see Tiago Saraiva, Fascist Pigs: Technoscientific Organisms and the History of
Fascism (MIT Press, 2016).
22
This meaning of alternative modernity should not be confused with an emancipatory approach towards technology
suggested by Andrew Feenberg, Alternative Modernity : The Technical Turn in Philosophy and Social Theory
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995).
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the West, especially in places like India, Egypt, and Iran, raised mixed feeling towards Western
sciences and technologies. On one spectrum, figures like Sayyid Jamaleddin al-Afghani (18381897) urged the colonized Muslim nations to adopt the colonizer’s science and technology to
strengthen Islam and gain self-determinism.23 In his view, since Islam, as an emancipatory faith,
is essentially compatible with the findings of modern sciences, Muslims should be able to use
technoscientific power to establish a basis for independence.24 On the other end of the spectrum,
we have the Egyptian, Sayyid Qutb (1906-1966), who promoted a radical ideology condemning
all aspects of Western modern life, rejecting any efforts to adopt European science and
technology. He believed that, to achieve salvation and autonomy, Muslims should enter a
practical struggle (widely known as “Jihad”) to establish an independent state on the basis of
purely Islamic laws. Qutb’s radical Islamism embraced a distinctive technoscientific system that
aimed to alter the existing Western technoscience.25
Although the question of Islamic technoscience was a theoretical question, the unforeseen
reality of Islamic state in Iran created an unprecedented response in practice. These challenges
elevated the philosophical debates of science-Islam relations to the historical question of
technology-politics relations. Since the postrevolutionary state grappled with most immediate
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needs of a young state, its technological developments were inevitably linked with issues like
agricultural development, family planning, public health, and higher education. Therefore, the
idea of Islamic technoscience in this study carries a key assumption about the power-laden-ness
of technological artifacts. This assumption, which has been in the center of many classic works
of science and technology studies (STS),26 allows me to understand subtle ways in which
technology and politics are intertwined with one another. Infrastructural technologies, such as
dams and agricultural machinery, are important cases in my study because they are
representative cases of materialization of politics27 and representative case for Islamic
technoscience in postrevolutionary Iran.
1.3

A New Materialist Framework: Note on Methodology

Our common understanding of political Islam, as a “reactionary” intellectual movement, can
hardly explain the ongoing technoscientific developments of the Islamic Republic state. The
practical nuances of Islamic technoscience carry wide-ranging implications which go beyond the
grasp of merely theological and theoretical analyses of Islamism. Apart from revolutionary
“ideas”, Islamic technoscience required a vast network of experts and institutions, a plethora of
money, and real material conditions to flourish within the Islamic state. In the existing historical
studies of postrevolutionary Iran, intellectual historians’ focus on philosophical and political
theories about knowledge has overshadowed a multidimensional understanding of Islamic
technoscience as a real practice.

Langdon Winner, “Do Artifacts Have Politics?,” Daedalus 109, no. 1 (1980): 121–36; Bruno Latour, “From
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27
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Carse, Beyond the Big Ditch: Politics, Ecology, and Infrastructure at the Panama Canal (MIT Press, 2014).
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To explore this subject in the right balance between material conditions and intellectual
milieu, this study is a rudimentary effort to implement the emerging methodological approach of
“New Materialism” in the history of science and technology in the Middle East. “This
historiography”, as the historian of Ottoman science, Harun Küçük suggests, “defines science as
a mixture of craft knowledge and scholarly knowledge that contributed to state-building and
emerging commercial capitalism across the globe”.28 Similarly, I will discuss a class of artifacts
and practices which were bound together within a technopolitical condition, epitomizing the
technoscientific ambitions of the revolutionaries of 1980s Iran. Therefore, this thesis is a very
small attempt to counterbalance the “chauvinistic misrepresentation” of science and technology
as philosophical abstract entities in the mind of Iranian intellectuals. Instead, I highlight the role
of revolutionary engineers, scientists, and physicians in the state-building process. This is also in
line with the recent programmatic recommendations of the historian of the Middle East, Cyrus
Schayegh, who invites historians to explore technoscientific objects, infrastructures, and the
global network of science practitioners in semi-colonial contexts like Iran.29 In his work,
Schayegh argues that science, technology, and medicine led to the emergence of a new social
class in Iran during the first half of the twentieth century.30
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1.4

Structure of the Thesis

In Chapter 2, I will describe a brief, yet innovative, account of events that led to the Cultural
Revolution based on three levels of institutional developments, domestic politics, and global
concerns. Setting aside the political unrest of the spring of 1980, I will discuss how the rise and
fall of the HCR, as the Islamic Republic’s top administrative and policymaking body, can
exemplify the complexity of state-building processes in the postrevolutionary Iranian state. In
Chapter 3, I will focus more on the idea of “Islamic technoscience”, its sociopolitical meanings
for the ruling party, and its characteristic design for the revolutionary engineers of the HCR and
UJ. I will argue that Islamic technoscience was a response to the “big” modernization programs
of the shah in the 1960s and 1970s. By exploring an extensive set of lesser known archival
documents of the Cultural Revolution, I will contextualize technoscientific activities of the state
within the broader picture of ideological discourses of self-reliance, independence, and
decolonization. Finally, Chapter 4 is dedicated to the question of gender, state, and Islamic
technoscience. Female scientists and technologists were among the most unrecognized victims of
the Cultural Revolution both during the purges and after the reopening of universities. In this
chapter, I will review the gender policies of the state with regards to the academic spaces and
gender specialization of technoscientific disciplines in the early 1980s. These policies
encountered resistance from the female practitioners of science and technology. Specifically, I
examine a debate via correspondence between the HCR and the UJ authorities and a group of
female professors of agricultural studies in 1982-83 in which women tried to reclaim their
position in the transforming milieu of postrevolutionary science and technology.
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Chapter 2: The Struggle Over Universities in Iran’s Cultural Revolution
It is morning and the voice of Allah-o Akbar (God is great) echoes everywhere. The
university has been conquered and now the state sovereignty has been established. The
Revolutionary Guards' rifle pipes are decorated with red Carnation flowers. The crowd
surges around. “What happened last night?”, I asked a [revolutionary] guard in front of the
Eastern entrance of the university. “Was anybody killed?” “We threw them [the students]
out in the middle of the night”, answered the guard.
Shahrooz Jouyani31

Although there is growing attention given by scholars to Iran’s Cultural Revolution, two
important areas remain largely overlooked: first, the pre-revolutionary origins of the idea of a
“cultural revolution” and second, the contribution of science, technology, and engineering in the
making of the Islamic Republic regime during the Cultural Revolution. While the Cultural
Revolution has often been thought of as a political campaign initiated by the state, I will argue
that it was the Cultural Revolution that formed the state and redefined the boundaries of the
state’s political institutions. I will examine both the origins and consequences of this event based
on the idea of ‘state-formation’ in the context of postrevolutionary Iran. Together with a brief
chronological review of the events that shaped the Cultural Revolution, I will also ask how it
ended with a serious structural crisis within the Islamic Republic state.
This thesis is indebted to a few ethnographic and archival studies of the history of the
Islamic Republic of Iran that situate the origins of the postrevolutionary state formation in
military, developmental, and cultural projects rooted in the eight-year long Iran-Iraq war.32
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Although these studies are multidimensional and insightful, they do not consider the role of
scientific and technological activities in the process of state-making. It is no exaggeration to
claim that these events shaped the Islamic Republic both politically, ideologically, and
scientifically. This process of state formation took place through the closure of universities, the
undermining of the left’s influence on universities, the establishment of the Headquarters of the
Cultural Revolution (HCR), and most importantly, changes to technoscientific policies.
This chapter will first discuss the history of the “cultural revolution” as an idea, exploring
how the meaning of this concept transformed in the context of Iran from the early 1960s to the
late 1970s. Then, I will discuss the wider background of the causes of the Cultural Revolution in
the postrevolutionary era. After reviewing these significant milestones, I will explore how
Khomeini and the IRP established the HCR as both a legislative and executive organization
designed to undermine the authority of the formal bureaucratic government. I will conclude by
explaining how the establishment of the HCR resulted in an internal crisis within the Islamic
state, concluding the Cultural Revolution.
2.1

Cultural Revolution in the Monarchy Period

The Iranian encounter with the idea of “cultural revolution” goes back to the 1960s, when a
small cadre of the Europe-based Iranian student group, “the Revolutionary Organization”,
returned from China, where they had been training for armed guerrilla struggles.33 As

2103–25; Narges Bajoghli, Iran Reframed: Anxieties of Power in the Islamic Republic (Stanford University Press,
2019); Eskandar Sadeghi-Boroujerdi, Revolution and Its Discontents: Political Thought and Reform in Iran (The
Global Middle East), vol. 7 (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2019).
33
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Figueroa, “China and the Iranian Left: Transnational Networks of Social, Cultural, and Ideological Exchange, 19051979” (University of Pennsylvania, 2020).
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eyewitnesses of the Chinese Cultural Revolution, they saw Maoism as a rival to the Soviet-style
Marxism of their parent organization, the Toudeh Party.34 These young Maoists saw the Cultural
Revolution as the victory of Chinese people over both Soviet imperialism and Western
capitalism.35
In Islamist circles, however, China’s Cultural Revolution represented an example of anticolonial movements that rejected both Western and Eastern imperialism. The term “cultural,” for
them, resonated with the aspiration of “returning to the roots” and reviving cultural authenticity.
For instance, Nasser Makarem Shirazi, in the monthly Dars-hai az Maktab-e Islam (Lessons
from the School of Islam) suggested that only a cultural revolution could liberate subjugated
nations from the influence of the West and the East. In 1968, he even acknowledged that his idea
of a cultural revolution was inspired by the Chinese Cultural Revolution:
A model of this kind of cultural revolution was conducted in the vast country of China
which, although not flawless, has accomplished many of its goals successfully. Despite the
fact that Iranians and Chinese people are different in various aspects—including beliefs,
politics, economics, society, and history—we both share one thing, and that is, we both want
to preserve our autonomy and authenticity. Nevertheless, Western media has portrayed this
movement differently to its genuine nature, representing it as if it was a disastrous monster,
which is not true. Conversely, as we mentioned, China's purpose for the Cultural Revolution
was to fight against the emergence of Xenophilism. Do not misunderstand the point; we
don’t mean to put the Chinese Cultural Revolution as a model to adopt. Rather, the point is,
if a nation wants to keep its own material and spiritual autonomy and authenticity alive, it
would not be possible without resorting to a cultural and intellectual revolution.36
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While in China the Cultural Revolution’s purpose was to destroy all remnants of capitalism
in the old culture, the Iranian perception of a cultural revolution was more a revival of their
prestigious past, which should be achieved by structural and cultural reforms in education. The
conceptual twist of this phrase is also evident in pro-Monarchy cultural pundits. For instance,
Manouchehr Azmoon, an ex-Marxist and employee of the shah’s secret police, SAVAK, urged
the Ministry of Sciences to bring a cultural revolution to all levels of education and prepare
students to embrace the shah’s reform programs, known as the White Revolution.37 Arguing that
campuses had become hotbeds of Communism, he believed that a “cultural revolution” should be
carried out specifically with the aim of depoliticizing universities. In the 1970s, a similar plan
was pursued in some universities based on the discourse of “return to one’s self” inspired by
Iranian nationalism and Shi’ie Sufism. All these cultural programs were promoted by the shah’s
regime and some monarchist intellectuals as alternatives to the pervasive atmosphere of
socialism. By the end of the 1970s, although the Iranian public was aware of the dark side of the
Chinese Cultural Revolution and Mao’s violence, the idea of a cultural revolution was still being
seasoned with themes like antagonism towards mainstream Marxism and aspirations of reviving
cultural authenticity. When upheavals in 1978-79 escalated to a revolution and eventually
demolished the monarchy, perhaps nobody thought that the term “Cultural Revolution” would
reappear vastly in the press, carrying all those themes, this time, in an entirely different context.

Manouchehr Ghate’ (Azmoon), “Vezarat-e Oloom va Enghelab-e Farhangi (Ministry of Sciences and the Cultural
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2.2

Triple Causes of the Cultural Revolution in Postrevolutionary Iran

As Abrahamian suggests, the fall of the Pahlavi monarchy in February 1979 led to a period of
destabilization and a power struggle between revolutionary forces.38 The fierce competition
between Islamists, leftists, and liberals set the stage for the Cultural Revolution. Apart from this
political conflict, disputes over the administrative system of higher education and Khomeini’s
fear of Soviet expansionism were two other significant causes of the Cultural Revolution.
1) Leftists vs. Islamists: First and foremost, the Cultural Revolution was a consequence of
a bigger conflict between left-wing parties and Islamist revolutionary forces. One can trace the
origin of this conflict back to various frustrations between Muslim and secular divisions of
socialist organizations in the early 1970s. For instance, in 1973, Marxist-Leninist leaders of the
controversial Mojahedin-e Khalq Organization (MEK) launched a series of assassinations to
eliminate their own influential Islamist members.39 This domestic purge and its subsequent
scandals led to a widening gap between revolutionary forces, especially inside prisons of the
monarchical regime. At the theoretical level, also, there were a handful of critical accounts
against the “threat of the rise of political Islam”.40
The fall of the shah in 1979 turned frustrations between the clerical Islamists and leftist
radicals into a competition over power. Postrevolutionary conflicts between these groups are
marked by two major events: the occupation of the U.S. embassy (aka. Hostage Crisis) in
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November 197941 and the Cultural Revolution in the spring of 1980. While the former put an end
to the liberal provisional government, the latter ignited a long-lasting battle between Marxistsocialist groups, such as the Toudeh Party and People’s Feda’ian organization,42 and clerical
Islamists headed by the Islamic Republic Party (IRP). In major cities, a Marxist and socialist
atmosphere ruled over the marketplace of revolutionary ideas fueled by agile student networks
and backed by numerous magazines and pamphlets. In the countryside, the destabilized
governance of the postrevolutionary state resulted in multiple riots and local semi-independent
governments. Those riots sparked the interest of leftist parties in making practical examples of
people’s communes in border areas of the country, in Torkaman-Sahra, Kurdestan, Khuzestan,
and Baluchestan.
The five-month interval between the Hostage Crisis (November 1979) and the Cultural
Revolution (April 1980) was brimful of political events and tensions that characteristically
shaped the power struggle between the left and Islamists. Most significantly, Abol-Hassan
Banisadr was elected president in January 1980. He was a Sorbonne-graduate and socialist with
publications in subjects like Islamic (or sometimes, monotheistic) economics. His opponents, the
IRP, managed to win the parliamentary election in late February 1980 using all their clerically
dominated networks of organizations including mosques, the para-militant committees, the
Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps, and a rural development organization called Jehad-e
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Sazandegi-e Roostaha (the CJ).43 After these two elections, not only the secular radicals but also
some lay-religious socialists such as Banisadr and the People’s Mojahedin Organization were
dragged into conflict between the left and Islamism, to the extent that some historians have
speculated that the Cultural Revolution was meant to overthrow Banisadr from the presidency.44
2) Educational Reforms: The Islamists’ argument for shutting down universities was not
limited to the fact that universities had become hotbeds of communists and seculars. They also
claimed universities should be disinfected of the disease of “Westoxification” brought on by
decades of the West’s cultural hegemony.45 Advocating for a reform of educational structures
and Islamization of existing colloquia, the IRP and Islamic student associations launched a
campaign against the “educational reform bill” provided by the National Organization of Iranian
Academics (NOIA).
Founded in 1978, NOIA was a predominantly socialist advocacy association aimed at
defending academic freedom and the autonomy of universities. After the revolution, in the winter
of the 1979-80 academic year, NOIA proposed a plan to the interim government for restructuring
higher education and increasing universities’ autonomy.46 This plan was about to be turned into a
legal bill by the Ministry of Culture and Higher Education47 headed by Hassan Habibi.
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Meanwhile, in response to this draft bill, a union of Islamist student associations launched a
series of meetings, held inside the occupied U.S. embassy, to create a counterplan to undermine
NOIA’s demands for academic freedom. In those meetings, for the first time, the term “cultural
revolution” was revived in the postrevolutionary context, implying that the rule of the Islamic
state should be extended to all cultural and educational institutions, including universities.48
These Islamist students had three arguments for defying the autonomy of universities: First, they
believed the idea of an independent university was a colonial and counterrevolutionary plot
rooted in the Americanization of universities during the monarchy period. Second, they thought
the administration of universities could not be independent from the rule of Islam and the rightful
Islamic ruler. Third, they suspected that an independent university might separate science and
technology from the basic needs of the revolution. Upon the first anniversary of the Cultural
Revolution, the UJ, as a sub-division of the HCR, issued a proclamation condensing these
themes through a short review of the events:
During this time [Feb 1979 – June 1980], the project of the autonomization of universities,
which had been designed for separating the university from the ruling regime, was
redesigned in the Ministry of Sciences to split the university from the masses of the people.
However, the undisciplined administrative boards, who embraced the counterrevolutionaries
as their members, took the lead in concentrated and autocratic governance of universities.
The over-politicized and poisonous atmosphere of universities which was the outcome of the
prevailing culture of the university, despite the demands of the Muslim majority community,
brewed a suitable ground for troublemaking and conspiracy against the revolution.49
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The Cultural Revolution is not, after all, reducible to an educational reform plan. Many
Islamist politicians and students involved in the purges have adopted a reductionist narrative
based on the educational debates at the time to maintain an unapologetic position and justify
their own involvement and violent actions.50
3) Global Factors and the Soviet Invasion of Afghanistan: The opening shot of the
Cultural Revolution was Ayatollah Khomeini’s proclamation of the Persian new year, published
on March 21, 1980. An American reporter later described this proclamation as “the most
comprehensive summary of [Khomeini's] political philosophy and world outlook”.51 In the 11th
article, Khomeini asserted that “Revolution should come about in all universities throughout
Iran, so that the professors who are in contact with the East or the West will be purged, and so
that universities may become healthy places for the study of higher Islamic teachings”.52 A
careful examination of this document, however, highlights Khomeini’s strong anti-Marxist and
anti-Soviet stance and the transnational context in which the Cultural Revolution took place.
Khomeini begins the proclamation with bold criticisms of the USSR’s expansionist actions
in the Middle East, though without direct mention of the invasion of Afghanistan. He argues that
communism is a hostile enemy of the Islamic Revolution: “we are fighting against international
communism to the same degree that we are fighting against the Western world… [The] danger
from the communist powers is no less than America”.53 Khomeini’s anti-communist views did
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not originate from an ideological vacuum or an oversimplification of Marxism as an atheist
system of thought, but rather from the fear of Soviet interference in various domestic issues.
The ongoing crisis of separatist rebellions in Iran’s peripheral regions was another source
of Khomeini’s rage. In the spring of 1980, rumors circulated about the role of on-campus
Marxist groups in the separatist rebellions. IRP leaders claimed that Marxists were using
universities as safe havens to store and distribute arms to military separatists of Kurdistan. Based
on these accusations, the secretary general of the IRP, Mohammad Beheshti, asked Banisadr to
close universities so they could shift the prevailing leftist milieu of academia. A group of rightwing revolutionary Islamists even suggested that the Islamist student associations must have
occupied the Soviet embassy not the American one.54 After all, it was Khomeini himself who
dragged the Cultural Revolution into a global debate of Third-Worldist anti-imperialism. A few
days after the start of the Cultural Revolution, he implicitly juxtaposed the necessity of
educational reform and anti-Soviet concerns:
This is our aim, to prevent our young people from being drawn to the West and another
group to the East. We do not want even one group among our university students and young
people to aid those who are actively at war with us, those who wish to impose an economic
embargo on us. If the Iranian people stand up to the West, we want our university students to
join them in their resistance. Similarly, if the people take a stand against the communists, we
want our university students to do the same.55

2.3

On-Campus Upheavals: The Cultural Revolution Begins

Against this background, what sparked the flames of the Cultural Revolution was a public lecture
on April 15, 1980, at the University of Tabriz by a highly controversial clergyman, Akbar
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Hashemi-Rafsanjani. His speech led to a demonstration by Islamist students who were
confronted by a counter strike from leftist groups, resulting in a severe quarrel. Eventually,
Islamist students managed to successfully occupy a few administrative buildings and claim rule
over the university. They asserted that they would not give up the buildings until the university
was Islamized and purified of Marxist students and professors.
In the days following the conflict, the same pattern of confrontation between Islamists and
leftists repeated in other universities across the country. From April 18 to April 22 tensions
escalated, and some state-supported club-wielders entered universities in support of the Islamists.
The unexpected numbers of casualties56 threatened the authority of President Banisadr. Although
it seemed like playing with fire, Banisadr decided to back the Islamists. Issuing a series of
announcements, he attempted to hijack the charging train of the Cultural Revolution and rename
it the “Be’that-e Farhangi” (Cultural Resurrection). Some of his close allies, such as the MEK,
supported the government’s authoritative decision for closing universities tentatively, while other
leftist organizations criticized such an abrupt position change identifying it as treason. Banisadr
gave the leftists a three-day ultimatum to leave universities and evacuate their offices. In the
wake of this ultimatum, with the exception of one popular student group, Pishgam, all leftist
groups voluntarily vacated their offices.57
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On April 22, following their quick victory, Banisadr, accompanied by IRP leaders and a
large group of their supporters, completed a march of victory through Tehran University’s main
campus. In a historic lecture, Banisadr reclaimed his authority and announced that henceforth the
state’s sovereignty has been reestablished and is going to undertake a restructuring of the
educational system. He avowed: “Fundamental changes of the [higher] education system have
been accepted by everyone and thus, now that the state’s authority is established, these changes
will be pursued rigorously and quickly.”58 While the president’s plan was to reform universities
as they remained open, the IRP wanted all higher education institutions to stay closed until the
revolution settled down. For these Islamists, any attempt at reopening universities was
considered support of the disastrous status-quo. Despite Banisadr’s insistence on incremental
reforms and keeping universities open, the IRP’s thorough revolutionary shutdown plan seemed
unavoidable. A few weeks after the President’s victorious march, the Ministry of Sciences
announced that all universities would remain closed until further notice.
The hectic days of April 1980 were crucial in the formation of the University Jehad (UJ) as
well as its later parent organization, the HCR. On April 4, Islamic student associations in six
universities across Tehran formed a network of “recruitment headquarters” for organizing the
strikes and counterstrikes of Islamist students throughout the country.59 They mobilized
volunteers in other universities under the disguise of “Jehadi” works in collaboration with the
Construction Jehad. The spread of these student mobilization headquarters in other universities
persuaded the Islamist students to make this network official through the Ministry of Sciences.

Afshari, “Baz-Khani-e Enghelab-e Farhangi (Revisiting the Cultural Revolution)-4.”
These six universities were Tarbiat-Moallem University, National University (Later Shahd Beheshti), Tehran
University, Tehran Polytechnic (later Amirkabir), Elm-o San’at University, and Aryamehr University (later Sharif).
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Banisadr’s government, however, did not approve their plans, and the establishment of the UJ
did not receive official recognition until August 7, 1980, when the HCR eventually accepted that
this vast student network could become the executive branch of the Headquarters of the Cultural
Revolution.60
The establishment of the HCR was massively controversial. On June 12, 1980, when the
academic year was complete, Ayatollah Khomeini issued a decree establishing an ultragovernmental organization called “Setad-e Enghelab-e Farhangi” (the HCR), which increased
the heated competition between President Banisadr and the IRP over the Cultural Revolution.
This decree was a serious blow to Banisadr and his trustees, not only because the shortlisted
members of the HCR were all vocal critics of Banisadr, but also because Khomeini refused to
provide any legal justification for the decree. The HCR was not legally ratified by the Islamic
Parliament or by any other postrevolutionary state body. Khomeini evidently wanted to retake
the steering wheel of the Cultural Revolution and undermine the authority of Banisadr’s
government. This is also reflected in his decree where he wrote about the lack of loyal staff and
professors in universities:
Apart from a limited number of faithful and committed people who, in spite of the demands
of universities, served the country and Islam, others offered our nation nothing but harm and
damage. And, the continuation of this catastrophic status, which, unfortunately, is the desire
of some groups affiliated with foreigners, will deliver a fatal blow to the Islamic Revolution
and the Islamic Republic. And tolerance in this vital matter is a great betrayal of Islam and
the Islamic State.61

“Takvin va Takamol-e Jehad-e Daneshgahi (Genesis and Evolution of the University Jehad),” Daneshgah-e
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This decree was one of the first attempts to exercise extraordinary law of “Velayat-e
Faghih” (The Guardianship of the Shiie jurist) incorporated into the Islamic Republic of Iran’s
constitution. This law gave almost unlimited authority to the Supreme Leader (Vali-ye Faghih)
for establishing a legal routine or intervening in issues where necessary. The HCR was not
connected or responsible to any existing bureaucratic structures; neither to the government, nor
to the Revolutionary Council, nor to the newly founded Islamic parliament. Thus, Khomeini
implicitly used this law to establish a legislative organization.62 Members of the HCR continually
referred to the authorization of Velayat-e Faghih in their bulletins and propaganda outlets to
silence the critiques of their legal position.63
As mentioned, the indirect intention of Khomeini to undermine Banisadr is also clear in his
selection of people to form the central board of the HCR: Mohammad Javad Bahonar, Mehdi
Rabbani-Amlashi, Hassan Habibi, Abdol-Karim Soroush, Shams Ale-Ahmad, Jalaloddin Farsi,
and Ali Shariatmadari.64 Almost all members of the HCR had a history of either direct or indirect
confrontations with President Banisadr. Bahonar was the most powerful individual on the list and
had probably shortlisted the HCR’s members for Khomeini. 65 As a middle-rank cleric with a
master’s in education and a doctorate in theology from Tehran University, he seemed a perfect
match for coordinating academic matters with the political desires of Khomeini. Having worked
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in the Ministry of Education a decade before the revolution, he helped compose textbooks in
religious subjects for primary and secondary students.
Like Bahonar, Rabbani-Amlashi was also a cleric but lacked an academic background and
seemed to have a more conservative approach. He was probably asked to join the HCR to be a
representative of the traditionalist faction of Shi’ie seminaries. He soon left the HCR for the
state’s judicial system, serving as attorney general. Dr. Habibi was perhaps the most famous
member of the group. A PhD graduate of the Sorbonne, he was one of the lawyers who drafted
the Islamic Republic’s constitution during the summer of 1979. He was also superintendent of
the Ministry of Sciences after the fall of Bazargan’s provisional government. A presidential
candidate in the first presidential election, he was Banisadr’s most serious rival.
Jalaloddin Farsi was another presidential candidate who had shown his anti-Banisadr
tendencies within the IRP. Born into an Afghan family, he had little formal education. Before the
revolution, he left Iran for Iraq, Syria, and Lebanon to join Shi’ie and Islamist guerrilla groups.
He was famous as an anti-Marxist writer and a veteran of the revolution. Perhaps his book,
Lessons about Marxism, which was praised by Khomeini himself, was the main reason for his
seat in the HCR.66 Shams Ale-Ahmad was a journalist and editor of the newspaper Ettela’at, the
most circulated newspaper at the time.67 Dr. Ali Shariatmadari was a professor of education and
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had graduated with a PhD from the University of Tennessee. He was a moderate nationalist
scholar and the oldest member of the HCR.
Yet, the most controversial figure among this group of seven, without any doubt, was the
youngest one: Abdolkarim Soroush. Originally named Hossein Haj-Faraj Dabbagh, he was born
into a middle-class traditional family in Tehran. He attended Alavi High School, a religious and
high-profile school, followed by studies in pharmacy at Tehran Medical School. Enjoying the
financial support of a merchant of bazaar, he gained admission to the University of London to
pursue his studies in analytical chemistry. After earning a master’s degree, he changed his path
to History and Philosophy of Science at Chelsea College. In London, mainly through his public
lectures for Muslim associations, he appeared a proficient orator in topics such as Islamic
theology and Islamic philosophy. He published a handful of essays criticizing Marxist
philosophies which went viral before the revolution and drew attention to his theoretical
capabilities.68 After the revolution, Soroush extended his criticisms to those Muslim intellectuals,
such as Banisadr and leaders of People’s Mojahedin (MEK), who had assumed an ideological
interpretation of Islam.
The HCR did not have a head, president, or secretary general. Except for Soroush, who
became spokesperson of the central board, there was no superior authority to whom the members
were responsible. They did, however, define an unofficial division of tasks.69 Rabbani Amlashi
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assumed the responsibility of “purging, selecting, and cleansing the educational institutions; and
other issues and regulations related to these affairs” Soroush, Habibi, and Shariatmadari, the
academic team of the HCR, took on responsibilities related to major universities and other plans
regarding organizational changes. This included “either merger or termination” of the existing
universities, establishment of new institutions, administrative reforms, and redesigning the
curricula. Bahonar assumed responsibility for all pre-college affairs including primary and
secondary education. Farsi was responsible for connecting the HCR to and collaborating with
Jehad-e Daneshgahi (UJ), redirecting students and professors, who after the shutdown of
universities no longer had educational burdens, to revolutionary practices such as the research
and development of new technological artifacts.70 After a while, each task was pursued in certain
sub-divisions inside the HCR under the general supervision of board members.71 With this
arrangement, the HCR aimed to deliver the goals of the Cultural Revolution somewhat
independent of the formal government. Even after the elimination of the left-wing dissidents,
Khomeini viewed the bureaucratic government incapable of fulfilling his revolutionary desires.
A year after the Cultural Revolution, Banisadr had experienced several clashes with other
state bodies, including parliament and the HCR. All these tensions eventually resulted in his
impeachment and exile in June 1981.72 He once threatened his critics by stating that “Banisadr is
not Liu Shaoqi” and condemned any attempt at copying the Chinese Cultural Revolution in
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Iran.73 Nevertheless, the role of Khomeini in destabilizing the ruling government in the early
1980s is comparable with Chairman Mao’s in the late 1960s.74 Interestingly, the frustrations
between the HCR and the formal government continued during the rule of Banisadr’s successors.
It was rooted in the HCR’s senior authority in university affairs and the disproportionate
responsibility of the Ministry of Culture and Higher Education. One year after the fall of
Banisadr, when Ali Khamenei was president, Mohammad Ali Najafi, the Minister at the time,
pointed out this problem, urging a transformation in the policy structure of higher education. He
drafted a bill to remove the HCR and replace it with an intragovernmental organization initially
called the “Supreme Council of Culture”. Backed by President Khamenei,75 Najafi believed only
one organization should be in charge of issues concerning pre- and postsecondary education and
the Islamization of science and universities. He proposed founding a superior council for
supervising and making general policies, but mainly constituted of official position-holders in
the government.76 Although the first attempt to pass the bill failed, it pinpointed a fundamental
tension between revolutionary bodies and bureaucratic organizations within the Islamic state.
In the first two volumes of his daily journals, Akbar Hashemi-Rafsanjani mentioned
several occasions on which he, as the speaker of the Islamic Parliament, intervened in critical
disagreements and organizational frictions between the HCR, the UJ, and the Ministry of Higher
Education. In 1981, he held seven meetings with different groups to discuss issues like the UJ’s
concerns about the reopening of universities, the shortcomings of the HCR in the Islamizing
project, and “the counterrevolutionary misinterpretation” of the Cultural Revolution by the
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government.77 The main problem, however, was the overlapping responsibilities which caused
serious conflicts between the HCR and the Ministry of Higher Education. Throughout 1982, the
mediatory sessions with Hashemi-Rafsanjani continued without any clear outcome.78 These
meetings coincided with Najafi’s bill for the establishment of the “Supreme Council of Culture”
aimed at merging all higher education activities into one organization. On February 22, 1983,
Hashemi wrote that the “Education Commission” of Parliament had begun negotiations for
revising Najafi’s bill and putting it back on the table as the only solution for this complex issue.79
Despite various objections raised from the HCR and UJ, these efforts undermined the powerful
position of these non-bureaucratic organizations. Eventually, on December 10, 1984, the HCR
was dissolved by Khomeini’s decree and merged into the newly established Supreme Council of
Cultural Revolution (SCCR). This new council marked the end of Iran’s Cultural Revolution.
2.4

Conclusion: After the Cultural Revolution

What were the so-called “achievements” of the Cultural Revolution? Except for mass purges,
some structural changes, gender specialization, and the establishment of a few policy
organizations and research units, there did not seem to be a fundamental change when
universities reopened in 1982. To supervise the purges, the HCR had assigned urgent priority to
the cleansing of the disloyal elements of academia at all levels. The purge system included a
wide network of examiners, interrogators, and executive committees that worked both centrally
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in the HCR and locally in each university. Moreover, there was a possibility of social reports
from “concerned” informant students that were sometimes reflected in HCR public outlets.
According to official statistics announced by the HCR’s employees, the number of purged or
exiled professors varied between 700 to 7,835.80 Meanwhile, the Ministry of Cultural and Higher
Education formed recruitment committees to refill the vacant positions in line with strict criteria
predetermined by the HCR.
Except for purges and the obliteration of all boards of trustees and deans of universities,
the greatest preoccupation of the HCR was the “Islamization” program. This included a large
dashboard of policies, including the Islamization of institution names; the regrouping, merging,
and dissolution of some institutions; the confiscation and socialization of private institutions;
creating “unity” with the howzes (Shi’ie seminaries), and regulating female presence in
universities (see Chapter 4). Among these structural schemes, the most important one was the
plan for the “departmentalization of universities” advocated mostly by the UJ. This general plan
suggested that each ministry or major organization should establish their own university that
specialized in their area of practice. The logic behind departmentalization was to create
meaningful linkages between the practical needs of the nation-state and the research activities of
universities. Proposals on how to create departmental universities were designed and suggested
by each of HCR’s scientific groups. Several proposals were accepted and implemented by
corresponding sectors, such as the Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Education, and the Islamic
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Revolutionary Guard Corps.81 In the case of healthcare issues, the HCR medical group
successfully gave all medical and paramedical research and educational responsibilities to the
Ministry of Health. After the Cultural Revolution, the newly established “Ministry of Health and
Medical Education” became the second pillar of the higher education organizers in Iranian
cabinets along with the “Ministry of Culture and Higher Education”.82 On the other hand, the
industrial departments did not accept the HCR’s departmental proposals. Some high-rank
authorities also expressed their concerns with this plan. For instance, Hashemi-Rafsanjani
believed the departmentalization of universities would eventually diverge the higher education
system onto conflicting paths.83 Hassan Habibi thought it might lead to a decentralization of
selection and recruitment committees which was crucial for the HCR.84 One decade later, the
founding departmental universities began merging into the mainstream system of higher
education. This was the end of the most revolutionary change inflicted by the Cultural
Revolution.
During the Cultural Revolution, universities did not shut down completely. Many labs,
research units, and workshops were open but accessible only to students and researchers who
were affiliated with the HCR or the UJ. Even though most research activities conducted on
campuses were associated with warfare and defensive needs, many medical, agricultural, and
industrial labs were at work.85 Universities also remained open for ideological activities and
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conferences that specifically concerned theoretical and organizational issues of the Cultural
Revolution. In most cases, all administrative affairs of universities were run by the UJ.86
The reopening of universities was a political challenge as much as it was a social one.
Many of people’s immediate needs could not wait for a fundamental transformation of the higher
education system. Schools needed teachers, families needed doctors, and battlefronts needed
engineers. Hence, it was not a coincidence that the process of gradual reopening began in
January 1982 when Tarbiat-Moallem University87 relaunched its teacher-training programs,
admitting returning and new students. This was such an important move for the state that
Khomeini issued a special proclamation celebrating the birth of a new generation of
universities.88 Prior to this proclamation, he had issued a historic eight-article decree to Prime
Minister Mousavi demanding legal and executive reforms with respect to private property and
civil rights. These acts can now be interpreted as a reversal and relaxation of the Cultural
Revolution. At the time, however, there were many letters written by ordinary people to HCR
authorities asking about the relaunch schedule of universities in particular fields. A clear answer
was not provided until the academic year of 1983-84, when most universities reopened. One year
later, the HCR ceased to exist.
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There is no consensus among scholars on how to define the end of the Cultural Revolution.
Some believe the Cultural Revolution lasted throughout the Iran-Iraq war until the late 1980s.
They argue that the end of the war (1988), the death of Khomeini (1989), and the economic
reforms of President Hashemi-Rafsanjani (1990s) concluded the Cultural Revolution. HashemiRafsanjani was the most influential supporter of the expansion of private universities, and hence
the relaxation of political pressures on universities.89 Yet, what actually finished the era of
Cultural Revolution was the gradual disappearance of the HCR. Born into a crisis of the
postrevolutionary government, the HCR would eventually dissolve within three steps. First, in
October 1981, the Minister of Higher Education became an adjunct seat on HCR’s central board.
Second, in August 1983, the Prime Minister, Minister of Culture and Islamic Guidance, and two
representatives from the UJ took four extra seats. Finally, in December 1984, Ayatollah
Khomeini issued a decree establishing the Supreme Council of Cultural Revolution (SCCR),
constituted of nine official seats and seven non-official or individual seats. In this new
arrangement, the membership of only three HCR members was extended. The political and legal
power of official seat-holders, including the president, speaker of parliament, prime minister, and
the head of the juridical system, significantly outweighed that of the non-bureaucratic members.
The secretariat of the SCCR replaced the HCR and became the parent organization of the
University Jehad whose young pioneers noticed the Cultural Revolution was coming to an end.
In a resentful objection written as an editorial note, they announced that “[for the government,]
the Cultural Revolution means nothing”.90
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Chapter 3: Islamic Technoscience: Decolonizing Science and Technology in
the Islamic State
Back in those days [during the monarchy period], the idea of the separation of culture from
science was being introduced to, and situated in, the thoughts and minds of the academics in
various ways. First, they made people think that culture is a superficial element having no
impact or transforming effect on humans and society. Perhaps, many of those academics
who were appreciating the value and special importance of science, denied culture and its
role in human life, including its role in the progress of science. [sic] In other words, the
separation of science from culture, especially religious culture, had been theoretically
accepted as a principle. Even, at least in practice, the duty of making a connection between
these two [namely, science and culture] has been assigned only to ones who were never
present at the scene, in the universities.
Agriculture Group, the Headquarters of the Cultural Revolution91

After the closure of universities in 1980, the IRP’s propaganda media invested considerable time
and effort in showcasing the technoscientific achievements of the new Islamic state. They not
only had to defend their decision to shut down the entire higher education system, but they also
sought to justify the “ideals of the Cultural Revolution” by producing a modern image of the
Islamic Republic regime in which the state endorses science and technology in certain
conditions. Utilizing this technoscientific populist policy, the IRP mobilized their student
network in the countryside to compete with the Marxist groups in those regions. Every pro-IRP
newspaper or magazine had at least one regular column dedicated to the latest scientific
breakthroughs and technological developments in areas like medicine, healthcare, agriculture,
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industry, energy, transportation, and communications, mostly carried out by the Headquarters of
the Cultural Revolution (HCR) and its vast network of students and engineers, the UJ.92
The HCR’s technoscientific achievements introduced a new and distinct type of knowledge
production and technological practice which I call “Islamic technoscience”. In the previous
chapter, I discussed how the history of Iran’s Cultural Revolution could be revisited as a history
of state-building in postrevolutionary society. One of the major components of this state-building
process was a complex assemblage of scientific institutions, technological objects, social
networks, and theoretical concepts, each of which upheld the political, ideological, and moral
values of the Cultural Revolution. Although the origins of the Cultural Revolution were mostly
rooted in a sociopolitical competition between multiple groups, it soon took on additional
meanings and material manifestations. The problematic genesis of the HCR, which I discussed in
the previous chapter, led to a special set of technoscientific endeavors featuring the anti-Western
and anti-Enlightenment characteristics of the populist clerics’ Islamist ideology. Focusing on
these technoscientific efforts, this chapter focuses on the practical implications of the notion of
“Islamic technoscience” and how it embodied Islamism in the form of technological artifacts.
The urge for Islamic technoscience in the 1980s can be traced back to a wider intellectual
debate in the 1960s about the idea of Gharbzadegi (Westoxification), the relationship between
the developmental reforms of the shah, and Western technological superiority. In this chapter, I
will show that Islamic technoscience of the postrevolutionary period can be understood as a
practical response to the shah’s “big technoscience” exemplified by advanced infrastructural
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projects like the Dez Dam project. I will also show how the revolutionary science and technology
popularizers of the 1980s, in their postrevolutionary exhibitions, demonstrated the collaboration
between Western powers and the monarchy regime as a form of colonial science.
3.1

Islamic Technoscience as “Scientific Self-Reliance”

Islamic technoscience was not meant to dispute the content and achievements of Western
sciences and technologies. Rather, it was a reformulation of the goals, ideals, and inner processes
of existing technoscientific inquiry. Ayatollah Khomeini was perhaps one of the first individuals
who appreciated the challenging nature of the radical interpretations of Islamic technoscience as
an alternative form of knowledge. He launched the Cultural Revolution by urging that “the
university may provide a healthy atmosphere for the cultivation of the Islamic sciences”.93
Nevertheless, he retracted this request in a public lecture on 26 April 1980, explaining how the
widely circulated demand that the Cultural Revolution create “Islamic Science” was neither
desirable nor accurate. The Cultural Revolution, in Khomeini’s reading, did not require
universities to make “Islamic Science” as though it was something inherently different from nonIslamic science. He said:
It is necessary for me to clarify what our aim is in reforming the universities. Some people
have imagined that those who are calling for the reform of our universities wish to make
them regard every science as consisting of two sectors, one Islamic and the other nonIslamic, so that, for example, there is an Islamic mathematics and a non-Islamic
mathematics, or an Islamic physics and a non-Islamic physics. On the basis of this
assumption, they have protested that the sciences are not divisible into Islamic and nonIslamic. [sic] These ideas that some people hold, or pretend to hold, are erroneous. When we
speak of the reform of universities, what we mean is that our universities are at present in a
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state of dependence; they are imperialist universities, and those whom they educate and train
are infatuated with the West.94

In other words, Khomeini did not want to question the validity of scientific knowledge
even if it was produced in or circulated by Western civilization. True science for Khomeini was
something that served Muslim nations’ needs. This definition of science raised many questions
for Khomeini’s audience: could modern Western science make any contribution to the Islamic
ummat?95 Does the science and technology developed by colonialists and imperialists deserve to
be taught in the Islamized universities under the Islamic state? Because of these questions,
Khomeini emphasized several times that “[we] are not rejecting modern sciences, nor are we
saying that each science exists in two varieties, one Islamic and the other non-Islamic”.96
Although Khomeini would barely admit that these kinds of binaries were credible in his
postrevolutionary regime, when we look at archival sources from the HCR and the UJ, we see
that there was an organized rejection of Western sciences and Western-style universities among
the middle-rank university managers and young engineers. The atmosphere of anti-modernity
and anti-science was mainly rooted in a Third-Worldist idea known as Gharbzadegi
(Westoxification) popularized by Jalal Ale-Ahmad in the 1962. This term was coined earlier by
the Heideggerian philosopher Ahmad Fardid (c. 1950s) to describe the cultural malady of
Eastern cultures who are enchanted by the achievements of Western civilization. Ale-Ahmad, on
the other hand, believed that the technologies of the West were infecting native cultures, mainly
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through imperialist influences. For Ale-Ahmad, Gharbzadegi was not a product of the West’s
evil essence, but more a consequence of its colonial and technological will to power over less
developed nations. Gharbzadegi became a source of inspiration for the intellectual foundations of
Islamic technoscience. In other words, revolutionary science practitioners had made a distinction
between good science versus bad science based on the distinction between authentic Islamic
culture and bad “Westoxified” culture.
Abdolkarim Soroush, spokesperson of the HCR, was the first to warn his fellow
colleagues that science should not be judged by ideological value systems. In a lecture delivered
on the second anniversary of the establishment of the HCR, he criticized all efforts limiting
scientific knowledge by either need-based demands or ideological purposes.97 Soroush’s
critiques raised immediate reactions from the UJ as well as a group of postrevolutionary thinkers
who were known for their totalizing anti-Western ideas. Most notably, a young philosopher
named Reza Davari-Ardakani published a series of critical reviews in commemoration of the
second year of the Cultural Revolution, implicitly attacking Soroush’s neutral approach towards
Western science and technology.98 He argued that since Western technological artifacts hold a
culture—a secular and non-religious one—those who produce and promote these technologies
would be infected.99
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Another intellectual inspiration for the idea of Islamic technoscience was Islamic
economics. Some of the most popular debates about the entanglements of colonialism and
imperialism with modern technologies and the ailment of machinisme came from prerevolutionary Shi’ie thinkers such as Mohammad Baqir al-Sadr, Morteza Motahhari, Ali Shariati,
and Seyyed Mohammad Beheshti. Their economic theories shared one thing in common about
technology: heavy industrial machinery has had a historic role in the making of the class of
“mostaz’afin” (disenfranchised people). Motahhari, for instance, believed that automated and
heavy machines should be owned collectively and operated by the state. Unlike the mainstream
Shi’ie clergy, Motahhari argued that as “technological advances are the products of history”100
the surplus value of high-tech machines utilizing these advancements cannot be owned by
individuals, and hence, private ownership should be limited to small and labor-controlled
machines.101 Similar ideas were promoted by Beheshti about agricultural economics, advocating
collective ownership of farms and lands accompanied by advice about limiting the use of
industrial technologies in agriculture. Assassinated by different postrevolutionary terrorist
organizations, neither Motahhari nor Beheshti survived to see the results of their theories.
When the HCR was established, one of their most important tasks was not only to
Islamize universities and curricula structures, but to create a genuinely different approach to
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disciplines such as basic sciences, engineering, and medicine. Following Khomeini’s urge that
revolutionary academics develop a type of science and technology that is beneficial for societal
needs, the HCR’s engineers and scientists came up with the idea of “scientific self-reliance”.102
Why scientific self-reliance? To answer this question, we must delineate the internal structure of
the HCR. One can identify three major missions that the central board of the HCR prioritized:
1) to fabricate an Islamic academic community by conducting purges and establishing
appropriate procedures for future recruitments.
2) to Islamize the existing educational structures and curricula by establishing new boards of
faculty and rewriting textbooks.
3) to create “Islamic technoscience” as a polity, redirecting all scientific and technological
endeavors towards the needs of the Islamic Republic and its Muslim ummat.
Shown in Figure 2, the biggest sub-division of the HCR, the “High Council of Planning”,
was tasked with the first mission. The second was assigned to the “High Council of University
Publishing” which later gave birth to Markaz-e Nashr-e Daneshgahi (the Center for University
Press). Since its inception in 1981, this center, as a public publisher, had generated hundreds of
academic textbooks in Persian and had made a remarkable contribution to the formation of a
linguistic basis for knowledge production in the official language of Iran.103 The third mission,
which dealt with inventing and developing technoscientific objectives, was assumed by the
“Scientific Groups,” comprised of multiple groups of young engineers, scientists, and students
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who passionately sought to lay the foundation of an alternative, anti-Western, and Islamic
approach to science and technology.
The most important goal that brought these groups together was achieving scientific and
technological independence, especially in areas of higher priority. Technoscientific priorities of
the Islamic Republic at the time were chiefly reflected in the combination of subjects that the
Science Groups were shaping (see Figure 2). In 1980, the HCR had five Scientific Groups:
1) basic sciences (physics and mathematics)
2) agriculture
3) biomedical sciences (including nursing, paramedicine, pharmacology, etc.)
4) engineering and technological fields
5) humanities and social sciences.
Some of these groups, such as agriculture and medicine, were more active than others. This was
partly due to the overemphasis of the HCR on practical outputs and the immediate utility of
science for people. A few months into the Iran-Iraq war, the logistical and communications needs
of the IRGC and Iranian Army created multiple important technological projects for the
Engineering Group.104
Other theoretical subjects, such as the humanities, social sciences, and areas of the life
sciences, were under the scrutiny of the HCR and other stakeholders including the Shi’ie
seminaries and conservative Islamists. There were extra expectations that these subjects be
aligned with the Islamic doctrines of Twelver Shiism. These expectations caused some
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overcautiousness before reopening these fields for both returning and new students.105 However,
in the heated atmosphere of postrevolutionary Iran, the rising demands for making the social
sciences Islamized attracted enormous public attention.
Hence, the HCR’s Scientific Groups were not monolithic, neither in their format of
activities, nor in their public appearances, nor in the money and attention allocated to them by
the regime. They oversaw a vast network of research institutes, technical and scientific labs,
academic research units, and coordinator bodies both inside and outside universities. The
purpose of the Scientific Groups was more than just planning a generalized roadmap for
technoscientific fields envisioning their future under the Islamic Republic. Performing research
activities and executive duties became a significant part of the HCR’s agenda to the extent that,
in the fall of 1981, the UJ rebranded itself as the Executive Headquarters of the Cultural
Revolution.106
The Agriculture Group was one of the most active groups in the HCR that responded to
this shift from theory to practice by launching projects for developing farming machines and
irrigation technologies. Members of the agriculture group were creative in conceptualizing and
popularizing innovative terms such as “Islamic Agriculture” or “Agricultural Economics in the
Islamic University”.107 These terms not only resonated with a somewhat obscure debate about
the concept of “Islamic Economics”,108 but also had strong connections with the sociopolitical
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agenda of the Islamic Republic for preserving “material self-reliance”.109 Finally, the Agriculture
Group was the first scientific group that designed and implemented gender specialization
policies, separating “masculine” sciences from “non-masculine” ones (see Chapter 4).
3.2

Mechanization or De-mechanization? The IRP Seeking Technoscientific Self-Reliance

The rhetoric of material and technological self-reliance, which had become the prevalent
discourse among postrevolutionary parties, was a response to the Pahlavi regime’s modernization
policy. The IRP utilized this idea for their own political benefit. The party’s leadership was
constituted of a group of middle-aged, middle-ranked clerics who, as active dissidents of the
previous regime, were clever enough to sell the nationalist narrative of self-reliance and
independence in modern Islamist packaging. They believed that the shah’s modernization, which
was based on foreign-made technological machinery, had turned Iran into a subordinate country.
Hence, they translated the discourse of self-reliance into a technoscientific project favoring their
political position. As one of the first attempts for realizing their technoscientific models, Seyyed
Mohammad Beheshti, as head of the Revolutionary Council and secretary general of the IRP,
established the “Committee for Inventions and Innovations” within the Revolutionary Council’s
“Vahed-e Peigiri” (Public Demands Unit). By June 1980, the committee received a few
proposals for developing innovative irrigation systems, cooling devices, and a rotary engine.110
However, the main part of Beheshti’s plan was formed after the establishment of the HCR, when
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he tried to hijack and reformat the Marxists and Maoists’ programs of mass collectivization of
farms and confiscated lands.
After the foundation of the HCR, the technoscientific ambitions of the IRP moved to the
HCR’s Scientific Groups and the UJ. Designing Islamized educational programs and training a
new generation of committed experts, the HCR’s goal was to develop all technoscientific objects
required for preserving the independence of the Islamic state. In this regard, food security and
agricultural self-reliance became the IRP’s highest priority. As for agriculture, the plan was to
use all research infrastructure required to develop new technoscientific materials, from modified
seeds, to pesticides, fertilizers, irrigation technologies, and small- and mid-sized farming
machinery. Although he was not an official member of the HCR, Beheshti was one of the most
influential advisors to these techno-economic projects. He formulated the interconnectedness
between Islamist ideology and the rhetoric of self-reliance as follows:
It is required to emphasize the self-sufficiency of Iran in agricultural and livestock products,
such as food, clothing, or other needs. Regarding this, our emphasis on these ‘materials’ is a
kind of ideological value, an Islamic, a social, and a maktabi value. Because Islam urges us
to make the Muslim community self-reliant, basically free from non-Muslims.111

Beheshti also insisted that, unlike the pre-revolutionary era, the agricultural policies of the
Islamic Republic should maximize the employment rate of this sector. Thus, in his view, the
shah’s plans for the mechanization and industrialization of agriculture was a “conspiracy of the
colonizers” to ruin Iranian agriculture. Beheshti explained that extra-large farming machines
imported to the country during the Pahlavi era destroyed local farming jobs, forcing residents of
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rural villages to emigrate to urban suburbs where they became nothing but mere consumers.
Beheshti saw this migration from rural to urban and suburban areas as a serious blow to national
food security. He believed that current agricultural policies “must be formulated in a way that is
based on the maximum use of our human resources. Namely, as long as there is an unemployed
human labor force in our country, we should take the mechanization and motorization of
agriculture under serious scrutiny”.112 Beheshti extended his principle of “maximizing
employment through de-mechanization” from the agriculture sector to almost all other industrial
sectors, such as construction and transportation. He suggested that a desirable technology policy
should adopt a human-based production approach, not a machine-based one. In his view,
unemployment was not merely an economic issue. It was the source of many social, political,
and moral problems.
Arguing that machines cannot always bring food security and fertility to farms, Beheshti
recommended a traditional irrigation system, called Qanat, to the HCR.113 Water scarcity has
always been a major issue for Iranian policymakers. As a well-known ideologue of Islamic
economics, he proposed an adaptive approach to the historical problem of water scarcity which
entailed creating small-size dams near farms. Unlike his views about the harmful effects of
agricultural mechanization on the job market, he saw positive benefits in the widespread use of
damming and diverting water, especially in disenfranchised regions of the country. Furthermore,
he advised the members of the HCR’s Agriculture Group that low-tech embankment dams, filled
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with clay and rocks, were a more affordable solution for water storage problems in areas where
massive infrastructure and large construction sites were not available. These types of dams, in his
view, not only cost less than arch dams (which required large amounts of money for construction
sites and engineering expertise) but were also more adaptive to the climate conditions of Iran. He
believed that during wet seasons, the water being stored behind the dams could be used in fish
farms which, consequently, would create extra jobs for the people in the countryside. Besides,
the drainage of water from these dams could feed the groundwater sources whose water would
later be extracted in the form of springs, wells, and Qanats.114
Such hostile attitudes towards high-tech machines, together with the ideal of “selfreliance”, was a response to the late Pahlavi’s development policies taking off in the 1960s. After
the political turmoil of 1953, Mohammad Reza Shah began engaging the country in the global
economy, especially through the financial assistance and policy advice of the US government.
Within two decades, he had established a historic record in terms of economic growth rate: from
1963-1977, the average annual economic growth rate for non-oil sectors was as high as 11.5
percent.115 In the early 1960s, he launched the “White Revolution,” a comprehensive economic
and land reform program aimed at redistributing vast tracts of rural and tribal lands, owned by a
class of powerful local khans, in favor of the industrialization of agriculture. As C. T. Fisher has
aptly noted, this paved the way for unprecedented collaborations between the government of Iran
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and international private entrepreneurs such as David E. Lilienthal, a senior consultant of the
World Bank in the famous Dez Dam irrigation project.116
While Lilienthal wanted to replicate the Tennessee Valley Authority in the Middle East,117
the shah had envisioned the Dez Dam project as the emblem of Iran’s developed future. The
construction of the high-arch dam started in 1959 by the Italian consortium, Salini Impregilo
(currently Webuild), while a $42 million loan from the World Bank in 1960 turned the project
into an excellent opportunity for foreign investors. An American firm, Morrison–Knudsen, won
the contract to build the sophisticated irrigation infrastructures, paving the road for multinational corporations like Shell and Bank of America to come to Iran and invest in the
developing agribusinesses. The Dez Dam opened in 1963 as the largest hydroelectric dam in the
Middle East at the time. But, many California-based agribusinesses began to lease thousands of
acres of lands in Khuzestan to become a part of the shah’s modernizing dream. The World Bank
made a $30 million extension forcing the borrower, the Iranian government, to conduct
financially efficient and technology-based agricultural projects for using the water supplied by
the dam.118 The result was that those traditional forms of plantation and cultivation using longestablished farming technologies ceased to exist.
Social transformations followed these modernization programs. The dam’s lake forced as
many as 75,000 villagers to leave their own lands and resettle in new and unfinished small
towns. The containment of water behind the dam filled thousands of acres of farms, lands, and
more than a hundred villages with water. Coupled with these social disturbances, diverting water
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changed the ecology of the Dez river downstream, and the chemical fertilizers and pesticides
used by agribusinesses affected the lives of thousands of people. The irony was that not only had
multinational technology-based agribusinesses taken their lands, but they had also
metamorphosized their indigenous form of agriculture through heavy machinery and some nonnative, mono-cultural, and export-oriented crops.119 It was against this technopolitical backdrop
that the IRP’s Beheshti urged the HCR to promote small-size farming and low-tech machinery in
the Islamic Republic. He thought that the authentic culture and agriculture ruined by Western
“machinisme” and the shah’s unfortunate “modernization project” could only be revived by
getting rid of those complicated machines.
Agriculture and its related technologies had become a testing ground for the revolutionary
ideas of the IRP. One month after the triumph of the 1979 revolution, the provisional
government initiated a project called Jehad-e Sazandegi-e Roosta-ha (the CJ). As Eric Lob has
diagnosed, this organization had a dual nature. It was both a social movement, operating as a
revolutionary campaign to serve rural areas, and a state organizational setting, designed to plan
and implement development projects for bringing certain facilities to the countryside.120 Based
on the populist-religious and socialist doctrine of the IRP, agrarian society needed to be the main
target of all social justice programs in order to reduce the economic gap between the rural lowerclass and the urban middle-class. Thus, during the first decade of the Islamic Republic regime,
they launched ambitious programs for electrification, securing potable water, and building roads
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for villages. However, as Lob has pointed out, the first motivations of the CJ were rooted in the
political rivalry of the IRP with other major socialist groups who were active in rural areas. In
other words, the IRP used the CJ’s network to demobilize their opponents while reinforcing and
legitimizing their own state ideology.121
What is missing in Lob’s brilliant research is how the dynamics of knowledge production
and technological change in postrevolutionary Iran informed the developmentalist policies of the
CJ. What were the possible relationships and mutual exchanges between the vast networks of
young engineers in the UJ and the Construction Jehad? And, more interestingly for this research,
how did the idea of Islamic technoscience promoted by the HCR coalesce with the IRP’s agenda
for state building? We know that the CJ had envisioned plans for establishing their own special
university and separating their training programs from the general higher education system.122 I
will leave those institutional cases for somewhere else. In this thesis, instead, I will focus on
certain agricultural devices and the ways in which they embodied a symbolic and material
interpretation of the ideas of independence, self-reliance, and self-determinism in the
postrevolutionary state of Iran. In the next section, I will argue that new agricultural machines
became one of the first manifestations of Islamic technoscience.
3.3

The Anti-Colonial Machine: A Handy Harvester

New patterns of farming, irrigation, the peasantry system, and landownership had become points
of departure for the IRP leaders to set their regime apart from the subordinate, colonial, and
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monarchical regime of the shah. The shah sought power and legitimacy in his vast modernization
program. In the same way, the anti-colonial, socialized and probably counter-modernist
technological framework of the IRP was conceived of to showcase the credibility of their anticolonial state ideology. Secretary General Beheshti explicitly emphasized the priority of smallsize and low-tech agriculture as a prerequisite of the material self-reliance of the Islamic state:
Thus, our agricultural policy should not be a way in which only extremely large
agribusinesses flourish. On the contrary, large agriculture should be eliminated in such areas
as it is in contradiction with the first principle discussed earlier, [the principle of selfreliance]. And, regarding this, we have celebrated the invention of that small and handy
harvesting machine.123

By presenting machines, mechanization, and automation as sources of corruption,
dependency, and colonialism, Beheshti offered a counter-colonial machine: a small, handoperated harvester. This technology was supposed to reverse the semi-colonial effect of Western
large-scale technologies which had ruined domestic agriculture and enforced an exploitative
approach to human labor. This harvester, along with other technoscientific objects, was formally
displayed in one of the science exhibitions held by the HCR and the UJ on the first anniversary
of the Cultural Revolution. This device presented a practical example of technologies that were
created for small production sites and were able to be distributed among many farmers in order
to maximize both the employability and food security of the nation-state.
It appears that an early version of this harvester was designed at the Sharif University of
Technology by an engineer, Mr. Gholami, who was born and raised in the countryside. A report
from Sharif University of Technology has recorded that three engineers, “brothers Bijan
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Keramati, Vali Imani, and Reza Bateni” produced another prototype based on that earlier design.
The report reads:
The test results showed that this machine is 20 times more efficient than a farmer harvesting
wheat with bare hands. An agreement has been signed to manufacture 50 machines of this
harvester to be used in the Construction Jehad.124

Compared with engine-powered harvesters, the designers and manufacturers of the handoperating harvester claimed it had multiple competitive advantages. For one thing, it was
affordable. For another, as the rotating parts and the blades were less engaged than that of
automated and semi-automated machines, it needed much less maintenance. But the biggest
advantage of the machine, according to its designers, was that it was motor-less. Therefore, “it is
easy to be reproduced and repaired”.125 Counterintuitively, a motor-less machine was more
attractive to both the Islamic state and Muslim engineers. A farming or gardening machine that
had a less sophisticated design (even a machine with a two-stroke internal combustion engine)
was unlikely to need complicated, and probably foreign-supplied, materials to be reproduced.
Nor did it need a contract with foreign service providers for maintenance. Thus, it secured a high
measure of “self-determinism and independence” for a young regime, both intellectually and
materially.
Nevertheless, a south-south collaboration in the supply and manufacturing of this countercolonial machine was not undesirable. In fact, the engineers of the UJ and the HCR were quite
comfortable speaking about the possibility of some parts of their machines being supplied from
other Third-World countries in a sustainable and fair exchange. An interesting example of such
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collaboration was first announced in the second HCR exhibition on the anniversary of the
Cultural Revolution. In this exhibition, engineers of the UJ in Shiraz launched another version of
a portable harvester, but this time powered by a small motor that was partially made with the
help of an Indian supplier. In a report from that exhibition, the internal bulletin of the CJ released
some financial and technical details about this harvester. According to that report, such
technological collaboration was meant to improve the capability of the UJ in reproducing
mechanisms “that are suitable for harvesting grains in dry farming”. It was also supposed to help
engineers choose simpler mechanical designs “which are more useful on our farms”.126 In that
harvester prototype, the motor was a two horsepower single-cylinder engine, repurposed from a
pesticide spraying machine. Blades were recycled and resharpened from a disposed combine
harvester. Finally, the chains, transferring power from the motor to the blades, were entirely
imported from India. This small machine could harvest 0.25 hectares per hour which again “fits
the needs of our farmers whose lands are usually smaller than 10 hectares. Only one of these
machines could solve the problem of harvesting for many farmers in the harvest season.”127
3.4

Staging Islamic Technoscience: the HCR’s Annual Scientific and Technological

Exhibitions
All prototypes of the aforementioned technologies were first launched in special exhibitions held
to celebrate the anniversary of the establishment of the HCR. In a collaboration between the
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HCR’s Scientific Groups, Council of University Publishing, and the UJ, the first exhibition was
organized for June 13-20, 1981.128 A great part of the exhibition was dedicated to the machines
and technoscientific organisms invented by young engineers of the UJ in different universities
across the country (see Figures 4 and 5). In the agriculture section there were several chemical
and biological products on display, such as fertilizers, pesticides, and modified seeds of beans,
peas, and corn (for an example, see Figure 4). Also, many research and development plans, in the
format of posters and catalogues, were shown to visitors along with several textbooks and
pamphlets published by the HCR which were soon to replace old educational materials.
The quantity and diversity of artifacts and objects presented by the Engineering and
Technology Group exceeded others. They displayed more than 250 products, varying from civil
artifacts, such as a vacuum pump, an electric dryer (Figure 6), and a plastic sealing machine
(Figure 7); to military products such as “metal cases for land mines and grenades” and “rockets
for a classic shoulder-launched weapon called RPG-7”. All these machines and technoscientific
products were supposed to realize the ultimate goal of the Cultural Revolution, laying a
foundation for Islamic technoscience and promoting Islamic universities. Another function of
these exhibitions was to recognize the endeavors of the committed and virtuous scientists,
engineers, and researchers of the country. In the absence of international scientific journals and
conferences and the anti-Western atmosphere in academia, the religious-ideological reward
system had become the most important driver for science practitioners.
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After the exhibition of 1981, holding such events on the anniversary of HCR’s
establishment became an annual routine throughout the rest of the decade. In the second
exhibition, the UJ alone featured more than 600 new objects.129 Those exhibitions were not
merely designed to display technoscientific inventions and innovative methods of production
usually seen at science fairs or museums. Unlike conventional museums, the HCR’s exhibitions
demonstrated the revolutionary breakthrough of a new-born nation-state. It was, in some ways,
an historical show linking the “shameful” past of universities to the honorable present of Muslim
elites’ technoscientific endeavors and envisaging the victorious future of the “Islamic
Civilization”. Juxtaposing past and present, a remarkable part of such exhibitions was dedicated
to showcasing the corrupt and “retarded” conditions of universities during the monarchy period.
A press report of the first exhibition reads:
The aim of holding this exhibition is to demonstrate the cultural decline of past universities,
the performance of current universities, and the ways of transition to the Islamic university
which is a vision for future universities. It is shown, in this exhibition, that not only have
universities not been closed during this time [since the Cultural Revolution], but they have
also reopened to remove the dominance of the colonial culture on those universities that
have a subordinate education. Human resources and academic facilities have been given to
this [academic] revolutionary community in order to rise and lay the foundations of an
Islamic Iran.130

“The Cultural Decline” section of the HCR’s exhibitions usually consisted of documents,
tables, and pictures showing biographies of those undesirable professors and university
administrators that were loyal to the monarchical regime. For instance, based on a statistical
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analysis, the HCR claimed that out of the 1,996 professors working at Tehran University, 106
were Freemasons and 565 were members of the shah’s secret police (SAVAK). Another
statistical document showed that the admissions systems for medical schools were highly in
favor of students coming from middle-class and upper middle-class families.131 By showing such
evidence, the HCR claimed there was a project of demoralization and de-Islamization taking
place on campuses aimed at the demolition of the authentic culture of Shi’ie Iran. They
supported this conspiracy theory by calculating the amount of money and resources allocated to
extra-curricular and immoral activities such as field trips and music festivals which allegedly
outweighed the money spent in classrooms and on education. Another regular part of the show
was to display the documents demonstrating the Americanization of higher education in Pahlavi
Iran.132 From these documents, it could be seen that one American university (no name
mentioned) had received 52.5 million dollars from Iranian public funds to design and build a
modern and well-equipped hospital in Mashhad, but the project never took off.
Finally, the most remarkable part of the exhibition was a series of documents and analyses
showing the benefits of the Cultural Revolution. Apart from the technoscientific, educational,
and political achievements of the Cultural Revolution, the show focused on the “economic
benefits of the closure of universities” which were as follows:
1- reallocation of freed budget of universities to construction and production activities
2- freeing of academic human resources leading to their active engagement in growth and
development practices
3- a better use of the equipment and facilities of universities
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4- eradication of the useless bureaucratic apparatus of universities that resulted in the
establishment of a dynamic system in accordance with Islamic culture;
5- improvement of the quality of educational and professional cadres of universities.133

The staging of the history of science and the history of the Cultural Revolution in such
exhibitions demonstrated Iranians’ mixed feelings about technological development and sciencebased economic growth. One half of the exhibition represented the Western modern science
practiced during the shah’s period as a science that was corrupt, colonial, exploitive, and counter
to the goal of development. Technoscientific artifacts and products displayed in the other section
of the exhibition demonstrated the true, sound, and authentic science being grown on the soil of
an Islamic country. Only this kind of science could guarantee the economic growth, industrial
development, and cultural salvation of the Islamic nation. Ironically however, this is the flip side
of the binary structure of colonial knowledge and power suggested by Gyan Prakash.134 He has
shown that in the nineteenth-century scientific exhibitions of India, a process of indigenization of
“native science” appeared as a facilitator for the British Empire to elevate European science as
an instrument of consolidating empire. If in colonial India, dichotomies like science/superstition,
scientific/unscientific, European/native were successful in making colonial science, in 1980s
postrevolutionary Iran, the binaries like Islamic/Western, authentic/modern, moral/corrupt, and
independent/colonized made a few successful prototypes of Islamic technoscience. Such a
conceptual structure was frequently used in public lectures, interviews, and propaganda TV
shows and was even incorporated in several curricula designed by the HCR.
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3.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, I have tried to contextualize the emergence of “Islamic technoscience” in
postrevolutionary Iran within the wider background of the technological policies of the former
regime. The idea of Islamic technoscience first appeared in the aftermath of the Cultural
Revolution in response to the multinational modernizing projects of the shah in the 1960s and
1970s. The scale of those projects, such as the Dez River Dam and its surrounding
agribusinesses, demanded large infusions of money raised by international loans and foreign
investments. Bound by this excessive reliance on foreign powers, the destructive consequences
of those large-scale technological projects on the lifestyle, economy, and culture of the local
peasants left a lasting sociocultural impact on a class of local farmers. A group of clerical
revolutionary and Islamist thinkers interpreted those technological developments as the dark
sides of every secular modernist scheme. Every political opponent to the shah presented
critiques, either implicitly or explicitly, against the detrimental effects of machines and
technological modernization, entailing a widespread hostility towards Western-developed
technoscience. Surfing on the wave of anti-colonial hostility towards high-tech machinery, the
clerical leadership of the Islamic Republic Party launched their own programs for
technoscientific development. The shutdown of universities during the Cultural Revolution
provided the best opportunity for them to set the stage for the inauguration of Islamic
technoscience with the help of the HCR’s Islamist and revolutionary engineers.
The pursuit of Islamic technoscience in the HCR created a discursive rift between desirable
and undesirable science and technology. The clerical leaders of the IRP used this rift to
legitimize not only their ideological interpretation of Islam but also the political decision for
shutting down higher education. The Cultural Revolution was thus re-narrated not as an
60

interruption in the regular functioning of the universities, but as the rebirth of the Islamic
university which would soon produce Islamic technoscience. To secure this narrative, the HCR
resorted to science fairs and public exhibitions to portray Islamic technoscience as a genuine
achievement of the Islamic modern state and to distinguish it from a secular state. Therefore,
Islamic technoscience must be understood as an endeavor to undermine the primacy of the
Western model for politics and development in the Islamic world.
For the sake of clarity and conciseness, I have mostly focused on how some technoscientific
artifacts exemplified the idea of Islamic technoscience and the sociocultural meanings it entailed
for a group of state-supported engineers and policymakers. Nevertheless, many questions remain
unanswered about the significance of science and technology in global Islamist movements. The
literature still lacks an intellectual history of various theories generated by anti-colonial Muslim
thinkers about the potential impacts of modern science and technology, especially in the last two
decades of the twentieth century, leading to the global crisis of Islamic extremism.
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Chapter 4: Women’s Bodies and the Gendering of Science and Technology
Islam made women equal with men; in fact, it shows a concern for women that it does not
show for men. In our revolutionary movement, women have likewise earned more credit
than men, for it was the women who not only displayed courage themselves, but also reared
men of courage. If Islam has imposed certain restrictions on both women and men, it is for
the benefit of both.

Ayatollah Khomeini135
The closure of universities after the Cultural Revolution provided an opportunity for the
Headquarters of the Cultural Revolution to apply their revolutionary ideas not only to science,
but also to women. The HCR’s expectations of women’s presence in science resulted in a set of
policies and practices that can be classified into two categories: 1) policies regarding spatial and
physical restrictions, such as dividing classrooms into male and female sections, and 2)
disciplinary policies, such as banning women from entering particular fields or opening certain
disciplines exclusively for women.136 Both categories reflected the Islamization project in
universities, especially during the Cultural Revolution which targeted women’s bodies and their
physiological characteristics as the main justification for either exclusionary or inclusion
policies.
This chapter relies on archival research to analyze three important aspects of the
relationship between gender and science in the early Islamic Republic. First, gender policies
pursued in the 1980s had a dual nature of both exclusion and inclusion. Unlike traditional
patriarchal and orthodox religious systems, the HCR did not oppose women’s enrollment in
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universities. The gendering of science in the early 1980s took the form of both “prohibition” and
“provision” policies, a fact that has been mostly overlooked by Western media.137
Second, Islamic policymakers founded their restrictive policies on certain stereotypical
assumptions regarding the female body. In the existing literature, the HCR’s bodily-oriented
presumptions have largely been neglected. The HCR introduced a division in technoscientific
disciplines between those that required hands-on engagement and “physical strength”—
categorized as “masculine” disciplines—and those “female” or “neutral” disciplines involving
clinical care or theoretical pursuits, which were open to women. From the state’s point of view,
women’s most important roles—motherhood, childrearing, and maternal duties—played a
central role in keeping them out of certain technical and scientific fields. The significance of the
body in the HCR’s discourse had multiple, social as well as physical, ramifications.
Third, I will highlight the agency of Iranian women by analyzing their opposition to
segregated education. I will examine how a group of female scientists and university professors
interpreted the state’s official bylaws and policies as an attack on women’s right to learn science
and raised their voice in protest. An exchange of open letters between the HCR and a group of
female professors in the field of agricultural studies reveals the discursive framework and
sociopolitical rationales behind the Islamic Republic’s gender segregation policies, as well as the
counterarguments of those women who objected to them.
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4.1

Gender Segregation in Academic Spaces

In September 1982, a provincial branch of the UJ at the University of Ahwaz in Khuzestan
province138 announced they had enacted a novel plan for dividing all academic spaces of the
university, including classrooms, amphitheaters, and dining rooms, into two spaces: one for men
and another for women. Titled “The Plan for Islamizing University Classrooms”,139 this
announcement was accompanied by practical and photographic instructions on how to install a
curtain in the middle of a classroom (Figure 8). This plan cited inspiration from Morteza
Motahari’s famous book “The Question of Hijab”:
I have heard that it is common in Pakistan to divide university classrooms into boys’ and
girls’ sections by erecting a curtain which allows only the professor, who stands behind the
podium, to get a full view of both. Is there anything wrong with education in this way?140

At the end of their announcement, the UJ spokesmen admitted that their ultimate goal was
to completely “separate the location of the brothers’ classrooms from the sisters’ which right
now, due to a shortage of professors and the structure of university buildings, is not feasible for
us to implement”.141
Curtains as classroom dividers did not last very long following the reopening of
universities, but they symbolized the postrevolutionary state’s ideological expectations of
academia. Negative reactions from the academic community against some of the most extreme
segregation policies forced President Khamenei to retract them, reportedly on Ayatollah
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Khomeini’s direct order.142 One of the eyewitnesses of these extraordinary configurations
recalled the impact of the curtains on instructors:
On the first day of his class on the great poet Hafiz, Professor Kadkani entered the class,
holding the complete works of Hafiz and started walking back and forth without looking at
the students. Then he went to the podium, still not looking at the students, and as was his
tradition, opened the book to have a fāl (divination) with Hafiz. Then he looked up at the
students to recite a poem. Suddenly he noticed the curtain in the middle of the classroom
separating male and female students. He paused for a moment. Then, he closed the book and
said, ‘This class is not worthy of Hafiz. This class is filled with hypocrisy and
dissimulation’, and he left the classroom.143

The remaining segregation plans relied on compulsory dress codes, the mandatory hijab
act, and the forcible exclusion of women from certain public university activities. These policies
were opposed by various female activists, but the government persisted. For instance, since the
1980s, libraries, sport facilities, and many other public spaces in Iranian universities have been
separated into male and female sections by walls, dividers, or regulating signs. Additional
discriminatory policies that originated during the Cultural Revolution included restrictions on
admitting female students into engineering and technical disciplines. Since there were not
enough classrooms and professors for two separate cohorts, university authorities gradually
banned women from enrolling in a large number of disciplines.
4.2

Admission Policies and a Gendered Taxonomy of Knowledge

Eventually, the HCR began to use admission policies as a way to implement their ideas about
gender segregation. Their problems with women in universities did not come merely from a
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religious obsession with physical contact between men and women. There was a shared belief
among the HCR’s revolutionary leaders that an Islamic society, with its modern new state, would
not require women for technical and engineering jobs. Instead, the state would need women
primarily as “good mothers and child nurturers,” although women would also be needed in
clinical midwifery, reproductive care, and, possibly, some theoretical sciences. These beliefs
were represented in a series of official documents that defined which disciplines were
permissible—and not permissible—for women, and introduced a gendered classification of
natural and medical sciences. This new gendered taxonomy reflected not only a stereotypical
image of women defined by motherhood and childrearing, but also the expectations placed on
them by an ideologically religious state.
In November 1983, just before the final reopening phase of universities, the HCR issued a
legal document “The Bylaw for Change of Program of Study in the Transition Period.” It
explained how, following the Cultural Revolution, universities would resume and conduct
admissions and how returning students should pursue their education.144 In particular, each of the
five technoscientific disciplinary groups (medicine, humanities, basic sciences, engineering, and
agriculture) had its own specific admission policies and procedures for new enrolments and
returning students. According to Article 5-2 of this document, women were excluded from
studying or switching to the following majors: “petroleum refinery engineering, mining and
chemical engineering, [oil and] gas manufacturing and production engineering, iron and steel
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production, foundry, non-iron metallurgy production, mineral exploration and mining, geology,
veterinary sciences, and all agricultural fields of study except for rural crafting.”145
Except for geology and veterinary sciences, almost all of these disciplines were affiliated
with the HCR’s Technical and Engineering Group or its Agriculture Group. In 1983-84, women
were permitted to study in 50 out of 75 technical and engineering majors. By 1985-86, this ratio
reversed, as women were barred from enrolling in 52 majors out of 74. In the Agriculture Group,
women could be admitted to 20 percent of all majors, primarily marginal majors such as rural
crafting arts. On the other hand, out of 40 majors in basic sciences, only six majors were closed
to women in 1985-86. During the 1980s, women were barred from 80% of programs in
agriculture, 70% in engineering, and 15% in basic sciences.
Those prohibitions were accompanied by some limited provisions in the form of special
admission policies and quotas for female students in selected scientific and medical fields where
women’s enrolment was encouraged. For those women who had been studying agricultural or
engineering subjects and now had to change their majors, the HCR offered incentives, such as
waivers for minimum entrance exam’s scores and lifting the maximum number of credits
withdrawn due to the change of program. In addition, some programs, such as midwifery and
obstetrics, were open only to female students.146 The academic programs with positive
discriminatory policies included:
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a. Medical disciplines: midwifery, nursing, laboratory sciences, professional hygiene, public
health, nutrition sciences, optometry radiological technology, physical therapy, audiology,
occupational therapy, and speech therapy.
b. Basic sciences: physics, chemistry, mathematics, and biology.
c. Agricultural disciplines: agriculture industries [at post-graduate level].147

Enrolment statistics show that the new admission policies and gendered classifications
effectively divided men and women into two disciplinary spaces, which did not remain
unchallenged. As Golnar Mehran has shown, not only was the state not successful in its efforts to
marginalize Iranian women, but on many occasions, women proactively engaged in resistance.148
In the next section, I will analyze one of those instances in which a group of female scientists
pushed back against the gender policies of the state.
4.3

Open Letters: “The Problem of Women’s Education in Agriculture”

Prior to the release of the 1983 bylaw which officialized the ban on girls’ enrollment in
agricultural majors, a group of female professors from the school of agriculture at Tehran
University, Karaj Campus, wrote an open letter to the HCR’s Agriculture Group protesting the
decision. This letter, which was first published in a moderate, but widely circulated, newspaper,
Ettela’at,149 raised a defensive response from the administrators of the UJ at the Ferdowsi
University, also known as the University of Mashhad. This response (henceforth Response-1)
was attached to the letter (Letter-1) and republished in a bundle in the monthly Daneshgah-e
Enghelab, a kind of internal bulletin for the UJ and HCR.150 Attracting an audience of
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revolutionary doctors, engineers, and students, this correspondence was followed by another
exchange of letters a few months later: (Letter-2) from the same female professors addressed the
issues and attacks raised by the UJ, followed by (Response-2) by the HCR’s Agriculture
Group.151 As none of these four letters were signed with the authors’ real names, we can only
guess who they were and what institutions they were affiliated with.152
The main demand of the first letter (Letter-1) was the equality of educational opportunities.
Expressing their concern about the future of girls’ education in “agricultural sciences”, the
female scientists cited articles of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Iran, declaring the
right of every citizen to free education regardless of their gender. They also argued that since
women in the pre-revolutionary era had experienced discrimination, they needed to receive
additional support to restore their basic rights under the Islamic state. In addition to this legal
argument, the authors included facts about the historic role of Iranian women in the agricultural
industry. They argued that women traditionally were the most active part of the agricultural labor
force and contributed enormously to the cultivation of basic crops, such as rice and tea, in
northern Iran. Female farmers, the authors argued, have always performed the hardest jobs but
have not been given the recognition they deserved, especially with regard to equal educational
opportunities:
In nomadic areas of Sistan and Balouchestan as well as the northern parts of Iran, women’s
contributions to production are burdened by drudgery and hard work. Why is bending down
all day long and standing knee-deep in water and mud for planting rice considered a
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permissible job for women, yet, when it comes to educational opportunities in agriculture
and technical knowledge for girls, there are doubts about their physical abilities? And, this is
why the important task of creating agricultural training facilities for rural girls has always
been postponed indefinitely.153

This critique by female scientists and technologists proceeded to question any essential
connection between the physique of women’s bodies and their ability to study agriculture. They
argued that academic inquiry, in general, is closer to intellectual work than to physical. Like in
other technoscientific disciplines, agricultural research involves work in laboratories and
protected fields which, the letter claimed, requires not so much special physical strength as
“ingenuity, perseverance, and care”.154 The authors concluded Letter-1 by proposing a list of
policy recommendations on how the HCR and other decision makers must address this issue.
They used the language and arguments that appealed to the Islamist discourse embraced by their
audience. Nevertheless, the demand of “equal rights” for men and women did not register as an
Islamic concern with the recipients of the letter at the HCR and the UJ.
4.4

Physiological Differences and Women’s Labor in Research

The UJ’s authorities in Mashhad wrote an angry response to the open letter. The language of
their (Response-1) resembled a public rejoinder. The writers’ main rhetorical strategy was to
denounce the intentions and concerns of the authors of Letter-1 as non-Islamic or even counterIslamic. They claimed that the values of fairness (ensāf) and justice (edālat) in the discourse of
political Islam are inherently different from and sometimes incompatible with the “Westoxified”
idea of “equality” which, according to them, was the underlying theme of Letter-1.155 Even
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though the female professors had tried to support their argument with the Islamic doctrine of
justice, their constitutional rights, and the practice of women’s work in farming, Response-1
declared them to be under the influence of “Western thoughts”:
Equality and the similarity of men’s and women’s rights (at least in the case of unlimited
access to education) are the central demand of the authors of the “Letter” requesting the
barriers on women be lifted which shows well how they think and how they are influenced
by Western thought and its foundational pivot, that is equality and freedom seasoned with
the essence of humanism and human centrism. And, this is a pest dwelling in the minds and
thoughts of most of our educated academics especially the Westernized ones. The authors of
the “Letter”, of course, have been infected by this pest too.156

Although the authors of Response-1 attacked the materialistic and humanist culture of the
West, surprisingly, they situated their own interpretation of what they perceived as the “true
Islam” on the basis of some hypothetical biological differences between genders, and not on
Islamic doctrines. Thus, one can argue that the authors of Response-1 were inspired by oldfashioned, pseudo-scientific prejudices which considered the female body a weaker body.
Apparently, for the members of the UJ, nature was not only a counterforce against Western
culture, but also a reference point for backing up the Islamic doctrines of women’s rights:
Both foes and friends of Islam admit that Islam has restored women’s rights. In reviving
women’s rights, Islam has not forgotten the differences built in the nature of woman and
man. A woman, for she is a human like every other human being, is created free and has the
same essence and substance as a man, and hence, enjoys equal rights. However, because of
the biological differences that are hardwired [in women] by creation, she has particularly
physical and psychological characteristics that are different from those of men [sic]. It would
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be against the justice and equality of their rights if one does not consider those [natural]
differences in establishing any kind of personal and social rights and responsibilities.157

For these revolutionary young engineers, equality of rights, or to be more precise, ensuring
“justice” for both genders, was not the same as giving similar authority, agency, or entitlements
to women. They argued that because of the different natures given to men and women, it was just
to deprive women of some facilities provided for men, including the right to acquire
technological knowledge from a public education facility. They drew an analogy to a specific
Islamic legal precedent that suggested women were not eligible for appointment as judges in
final courts. Even their interpretation of that legal advice reveals the same naturalistic gender
biases. They believed that Islam opposed female judges “because women have emotions,
affections, and empathy”.158
By extrapolating this principle to the realm of science, the authors of Response-1 ascribed
a similar naturalistic division to different technoscientific practices. According to them,
acquiring knowledge is an obligation in Islam. However, the natural differences between genders
determine who can learn and teach particular types of knowledge. Technical knowledge of
“drilling”, “mining”, and, most importantly, “agriculture” were examples of those knowledge
activities that “are not suitable for physical and psychological capacities of women” because of
the “hard and rough” nature of those sciences. The authors cited some of the Islamic Republic’s
future plans for agricultural development and asserted that meeting those targets would require a
special set of “physical” capabilities that only men can possess. The augmented naturalist
essentialism and stereotypical sexism of these Islamist engineers shows that the gender policies
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in early 1980s revolutionary Iran had no particularly exotic elements specifically derived from
Islam. Like similar cases in other countries, they hierarchically differentiated men and women by
some abilities, and they extended this distinction into masculine and feminine sciences.159
The authors also criticized Letter-1’s legal argument based on the articles of the
Constitution as narrow and neglecting the “general spirit” of the law. The spirit of the
Constitution, according to the UJ, expected women to fulfill the sacred role of motherhood for
Iranian Muslim families. According to them, being a scientist, a knowledge practitioner, or a
technician in irrelevant fields did not count among the occupations that the Constitution would
want women to accomplish. and such restrictions did not contradict women’s rights to free
education. They even rejected the need for women’s labor in farming activities, especially in
rural areas. In humiliating language, they attacked Letter-1’s assumption that women’s roles in
agricultural production made them eligible to receive technical knowledge in the field. They
argued that women’s labor in agriculture was the result of decades of deprivation, poverty, and
oppression imposed by the monarchical regime, but in a just system, such as the Islamic state,
women would not need to work for a living, and hence, would have time and energy to nurture
future generations. In other words, these young revolutionaries believed that the working
contributions of women were only distortions and distractions from their true role of
motherhood. They presented the HCR’s policy of banning women from entering agriculture as a
national and governmental policy to reduce the need for women’s employment:
The government’s policies are being directed towards making women’s work unnecessary
by providing financial and commodity aids, increasing the public procurement of crops,
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dividing the lands fairly, and other aids in order to let them be free and do their main duties.
[The government wants to] avoid training women and sending educated women [to farms]
and cease this undesired and forcible phenomenon [of women who must work to make a
living]. If the authors [of the Letter-1] had been in those difficult conditions they described,
would they even have offered such reformations?160

The language of their response resorts to attacks on the entire community of women who
studied agriculture in Iran. In addition to the female professors, they accused other female
students of agriculture of being “urbanite girls” who live outside of reality, in welfare, without a
real understanding of the difficult situation of rural women who worked on farms out of
necessity. They asked these “urbanite women” to reconsider the qualifications a woman should
acquire in her life. Following these offences, they reiterated the proposal of women’s public
education that pushed women to enroll only in disciplines like nursing, female health, and
midwifery in order to increase the competency of their natural role as mothers of the Iranian
revolutionary nation.161
4.5

Technoscientific Expediency of the State and Motherhood Duties

The HCR’s authorities of the Agriculture Group in Tehran wrote their own response to defend
their decision for banning women’s education in agriculture, but they used more pragmatic
language and less offensive rhetoric. In Response-2, published in March 1983, they asserted that
the main reason behind the new policy were certain job market conditions and developmental
plans enacted by the Islamic Republic’s policymakers. Based on these plans, which, allegedly,
were supposed to fulfill the goal of “self-sufficiency”, agricultural schools needed to prioritize
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who should study agricultural sciences and who should go to other fields. The HCR’s response
reads:
The certain nature of each subject, job expectations of executive bodies of the government,
past experiences, the contribution of each vocation in fulfilling society’s needs, and lastly,
the fundamental role of human resources in designing and implementing comprehensive
developmental plans for agriculture, which aims at achieving self-sufficiency, are but a few
reasons why qualified brothers are further needed to be admitted into the subjects of
farming, animal breeding, agricultural technology, and natural resources.162

The HCR implicitly accused the protesting women of taking the side of a small minority who
treated agricultural education as an “amusement, a mere certificate, or only permission to enter
governmental organizations”. Thus, the pragmatic language of the HCR also included patriarchal
prejudices. Ostensibly, they tried to solve a structural problem, namely the issue of unemployed
female graduates of agriculture, but they did so by using a discriminatory method. In addition,
they continued to assume the contribution of women in research and education of technological
knowledge was due to their “physiological and sexual characteristics”.163 At the end of their
response, they offered self-funded and private training programs for those women who insisted
on entering the agricultural sector. This was in contradiction to the general policy of deprivatizing education during the Cultural Revolution. In short, the HCR presented women’s
education in agriculture and engineering like a luxury that should not be supported with public
funds.
Following these publications, the female faculty members of Tehran University, who had
written Letter-1, decided to write an “explanation” to defend themselves against the “insults”
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thrown at them in Response-1. Arguing that their letter was meant to give recommendations for
addressing the specific problem of women’s involvement in agricultural studies, they maintained
that their first letter did not intend to discuss the equal rights of men and women in general, or
even in other fields of study. In (Letter-2), they once again tried to show the inconsistencies of
the HCR’s arguments for excluding women from studying agriculture. They questioned the
relevance of bio-physical distinctions between genders by referring to many female farmers
across the world whose success stories proved that “biological differences” were not a
reasonable excuse for such stereotypical discrimination. To reveal another inconsistency in the
HCR’s policy, the authors mentioned the possible conflicts between the duties of motherhood
and the disciplines open for women to study:
You insist on the necessity of women’s participation in [medical] fields such as medicine,
nursing, and midwifery, how come you see no risk for the sensitive role of motherhood
when it comes to these arduous and time-consuming professions, such as nursing which
comes with both day and night shifts. You do not seem having any sympathy for the
children of these mothers?164

Although one can notice the female professors’ defensive and conservative language,
especially in their second letter, their decision for breaking the silence about such inequalities
was a courageous act. Avoiding strong feminist discourses, they chose an agreeable and
cooperative tone to request reform in a particular area with specific requests. It shows that the
milieu of women’s rights activism after the Cultural Revolution moved gradually towards some
small and ad-hoc attempts for negotiation with the new authorities in order to defend equal rights
in the intellectual and social structure of Iran.
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4.6

Conclusion: Consequences of Restrictions

Despite compensatory incentives and open seats for women in medical fields, the statistical
breakdown of female and male students in different majors shows that the HCR’s specialization
policy negatively affected both the absolute number and the relative share of female students in
all disciplines combined. Most notably, the proportion of female students in agricultural subjects
fell from 21% in 1979-80, to 7%, 4%, and 3% in 1983-84, 1984-85, and 1985-86, respectively
(see Appendix B, Table 1). The same pattern occurred in engineering fields where the share of
female students fell from 9% in 1979-80, to 6%, 5%, and 5% in the first three academic years
after the Cultural Revolution. In comparison with other academic disciplines, agriculture and
engineering majors represented the lowest share of women’s participation, while medical and
health sciences showed a huge jump in terms of female representation. This binary of exclusion
versus provision is a characteristic feature of gender policies in the Islamic Republic.
Furthermore, the drastic drop of female admissions in technical and applied majors not
only created an implicit gender classification in academic disciplines, but also raised a historic,
yet understudied concern among activists of Iranian academic society exemplified by the open
letters from female faculty members of agriculture. The HCR had created an unprecedented and
subtle distinction between “masculine subjects” and “non-masculine subjects” which sustained a
stereotypical disciplinary classification in public and the student culture of Iran. However, after a
decade, the official restrictions against the admission of women in many academic disciplines
began to relax. On March 1992, the Supreme Council of the Cultural Revolution (SCCR), the
HCR’s bureaucratic successor in the policymaking system of the Islamic Republic, launched a
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research project to investigate the challenges and struggles of females in Iran’s labour market.165
In August of the same year, the SCCR enacted a policy document asking to reconsider the
enrolment restrictions for women in technical and agricultural majors. Titled “the State Policies
for Employment of Women”, this document created a new classification of the state’s desired
jobs and academic disciplines for Iranian women.166 It was only after these policymaking efforts
that women’s fight for equality in academia revived and made some gains during the following
decades.167
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
Through the Cultural Revolution (1980-1983), the IRP, Ayatollah Khomeini, and President
Banisadr formed a loose alliance to interrupt, overthrow, and revolutionize universities and
dismantle the growing power of other competing factions, namely the leftists and liberal
nationalists, in research and education institutions. However, these attempts, which were justified
by a rash, yet hollow, promise of Islamizing science and universities, resulted in a range of
unintended consequences.
In Chapter 2, I discussed briefly the political side of these unintended consequences
through an examination of the crisis of the state. The main question was how and why a
revolution in intellectual institutions was deemed necessary for consolidating the power of the
IRP and student supporters of Khomeini, generally known as maktabis.168 I also asked how such
internal conflicts fractured the structure of the Islamic state into two science policy bodies: a
weakened bureaucratic structure and a powerful network of revolutionary bodies exemplified by
the HCR and the UJ. Although some of these organizational conflicts faded during the
troublesome decade of the 1980s, the challenge of the Islamic Republic’s dual structure remained
a serious problem which is worth further examination.169
In addition to domestic tensions, I examined the potential impacts of global events on the
violent purge campaigns performed on leftist students, professors, and academic staff. I offered a
somewhat innovative perspective to view the anti-Left sentiments in the 1980s against the
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backdrop of the USSR’s invasion of Afghanistan. This event promoted the problem of socialists
to the level of existential threat for the young Islamic Republic’s rulers. Overshadowed by the
outbreak of the Iran-Iraq war, the global history of the early Islamic Republic era has remained
one of the most understudied subjects of contemporary Iran.
In Chapter 3, I discussed how these political and theoretical conflicts led to the
emergence of a new understanding of science and technology among the Islamic Republic’s
governing class. I called this the new “Islamic technoscience,” having in mind its global roots in
the Islamist thinkers of anti-colonial movements of the mid-twentieth century. It was also driven
by domestic intellectual debates in the late Pahlavi era. Nevertheless, going beyond all the heated
debates about the problem of native science, the Islamization of science, and even, the relevance
of science in the making of the Islamic state, I asked a rather non-intellectual question: how did
these demands for Islamizing society lead to the material creation of a set of technoscientific
artifacts which all had a few common characteristics: All those “revolutionary machines” were
supposed to provide and protect the self-sufficiency and self-reliance of the state through small
and simple designs. Therefore, I set aside these intellectual contexts and focused on the
particularities of these agricultural machines and their significance for the Iranian Muslim
nation’s anxieties about self-sufficiency.
5.1

Big versus small: Colonial Science and Islamic Technoscience
We shall make machines smaller so that everybody can set up a small machine for thirty
thousand rials (for instance). Those machines that could not get smaller shall be taken over
by cooperatives or the state.
Ahmad Kasravi170
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In Chapter 3, I examined the very peculiar features of Islamic technoscience, which were meant
to serve small land-owners (e.g. the manual harvester depicted in Figure 3), small-scale service
firms (e.g. the industrial dryer depicted in Figure 6), and small manufacturing units (e.g. the
plastic cutting and sealing machine depicted in Figure 7). The exemplary case in this matter was
a portable, manual harvester developed by a group of young revolutionary engineers who had
emerged from the countryside. The functional rationale behind its smallness, its motorless
design, the propaganda shaped around it, and finally, the complexity of its global supply chain
can represent the dominant pattern of technology policies in the Islamic Republic during the
early 1980s. Since the state wanted this machine purified of any residual influence of Western
and Eastern imperialism, they designed it as simple and small as possible.
This thesis also has traced the increasing interests of the young revolutionary engineers in
showcasing these “machines of the nation” in the form of science fairs, propaganda exhibitions,
and anniversary ceremonies commemorating both the Cultural Revolution and technoscientific
achievements of the Islamic state (see Figure 4 and Figure 9). One of the implied messages
emerging from these exhibitions was the dichotomy between colonial science and Islamic
technoscience. Colonial science referred to an ivory tower intellectual enterprise isolated from
the people’s needs and reluctant towards solving their problems. Conversely, Islamic
technoscience was displayed as a committed, down to earth practice which pursues the security
and welfare of the people. The idea of colonial science came largely from the historical
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pessimism of revolutionary movements towards the big and ambitious technoscientific programs
of the Pahlavi state.171
Nevertheless, Cyrus Schayegh, who is simultaneously a historian of science and a historian
of the Pahlavi era, shares the idea that, in some ways, Iran had really experienced colonial
science, at least in the first half of the twentieth century.172 The monarchy’s overemphasis on
education and application of technical knowledge, the top activities of foreign scientists in the
country, the lack of research and innovation in domestic industries, and finally, the contribution
of science and technology in the formation of a middle class in Iranian society were among the
most significant symptoms of colonial science. The same question of scientific colonialism is
still being debated regarding the era of Mohammad Reza Pahlavi’s reign (1941-1979) which was
intertwined with the nationalization of the oil industry in the 1950s, the bloom of the economy in
the 1960s, the diversification of international relations in the 1960s-1970s, and the outbreak of
political unrests in 1978-79.
The postrevolutionary rulers of Iran, accordingly, tried to address the colonial elements of
the shah’s big science. They shut down universities as the stronghold of the ancient regime’s
colonial science. They stopped and interrupted all the shah’s big technoscientific projects and
fired all foreign scientists and researchers collaborating with domestic researchers. And finally,
they persecuted, purged, and molested a big proportion of the middle class who were empowered
by their expertise in science, technology, and medicine. One of the side sections of the HCR’s
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science fairs was dedicated entirely to revealing the corruption of this class of experts (see
section 2.5). It was due to this understanding of colonial science and technology that the maktabi
pioneers of the Cultural Revolution promoted the primacy of commitment over expertise as the
main criteria for admitting new professors and students to the future Islamized university.173
The greatest shift from colonial science to Islamic technoscience occurred in the design
and application of technoscientific things produced under the Islamic state. This shift entailed a
huge change in the state’s priorities, networks, and attitudes towards the role of science. They
believed that big science, exemplified by the shah’s nuclear program, not only was not beneficial
for the urgent necessities of a starving nation, but was also a destructive instrument designed by
two competing global powers to exploit the natural and cultural treasures of weaker countries. In
Khomeini’s view, big chunks of money spent on big science would increase the reliance of Iran
on foreign powers and made people vulnerable towards the global economy. In addition, big
science did not stem from local problems and the people’s real issues. Therefore, in light of these
kinds of pessimisms towards big science, Khomeini stopped Iran’s nuclear program and turned
his attention to “small science” as an alternative, local, and somehow anti-colonial solution for
employing science and technology to the economic problems of the nation.
Nevertheless, disruptions and interruptions in the pursuit of cutting-edge science and
complex technologies should not deceive us into thinking that the Islamic Republic regime was
an anti-science state. Let us not forget that the nuclear program of Iran, launched initially by
Mohammad Reza Shah’s stubbornness in the 1970s, restarted a few years after the Cultural
Revolution, though in a different direction. This program now has become the epitome of the
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ambitions, adventures, and of course, capabilities of a modern religious state in pursuing highly
sophisticated technological programs in an unconventional way. Yet still, there is a kind of
reluctance towards big science programs as they do not fit the image of “useful knowledge”
promoted through the religious doctrines of Islam.174
Two questions remained unanswered in this debate about big versus small technoscience:
First, to what extent is this reluctance towards big technoscientific projects rooted in the global
anti-colonial movements that emerged primarily during the interwar period? Second, does E.F.
Schumacher’s 1973 theory, Small Is Beautiful,175 have anything to do with the political and
ideological pessimism towards big science? As for the first question, we can focus on the idea of
“machinisme” coined by Jules Michelet in 1846 and reused by many Marxist thinkers.176 This
romantic idea was transferred to the Iranian context several times through important figures such
as Ahmad Kasravi177 and Taqi Erani178 in the 1930s and 1940s and reiterated by Third-Worldist
and Islamist intellectuals such as Jalal Al-e Ahmad and Ali Shariati in the 1960s. Kasravi, in
particular, argued that the only secure way to deal with big machinery developmental plans
induced by the West is to avoid them. He went on to suggest that Iranians should turn their
attention to small machines, small factories, and small farms.179
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As for the second question, it is not accidental that Small Is Beautiful was not translated
into Persian up until 1981 when Iran’s main propaganda organization decided to publish and
promote it among the country’s intellectual circles. Some chapters of this book were also
republished by the widely-circulated bulletin of the CJ, advertising it as “a human-oriented
approach to development”.180 In an editorial note to Schumacher’s chapter, the editors of the
monthly Jehad wrote “the expansion of the inappropriate technique and technology in the
developing countries destroys the foundations of self-reliant and self-sufficient economies like a
catastrophic flood!”. The “inappropriate technology” in this excerpt obviously referred to the
large machinery infrastructures and modern production facilities purchased from large
international companies and financed through foreign loans. In the eyes of Jehad’s editors, these
big technologies paved the way for the sovereignty of imperialism over the Muslim nation.
5.2

Social Formation of Science and Technology in Iran: class, gender, and the question

of race
The democratic petite bourgeois far from wanting to transform the whole society in the
interest of the revolutionary proletarians, only aspire to a change in social conditions which
will make the existing society as tolerable and comfortable for themselves as possible.
Marx and Engels181

In the wake of the Islamists’ attacks at Tehran University in the first days of the Cultural
Revolution, Houshang Golshiri, who was known as the doyen of modern Iranian novelists, wrote
an article in the biweekly Andishe-ye Azad182 explaining why he thought the overthrow of the
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universities and other scientific institutions was a coward move by the Islamist followers of
Khomeini.183 The Cultural Revolution, and slogans like Islamization of science and universities,
in his view, were nothing but fake gestures utilized for disguising the fears of a powerful class of
society whose politico-economic interests were aligned with the destruction, disruption, and
interruption of all expert-oriented activities. Labelled as “petit bourgeoisie” by Golshiri, this
powerful class was constituted of clerics, merchants of bazar, mediocre landowners, and a large
population of reactionary, low-educated lumpenproletariat who were deployed for attacking any
intellectual gatherings. Golshiri predicted that the coalition of petit bourgeois not only would
shut down all universities, but they would also terminate state-led industrial programs, paralyze
the large-scale modernizing plans of agriculture, and suppress all progressive cultural
institutions. He then criticized the basic economic views of petit bourgeois which contradicts the
basic principles of economic sciences on both socialist and capitalist fronts:
The petit bourgeoisie has no clear answer on how the economy of a society is structured, nor
can they even provide such an answer. Nonsense discourses such as “Eghtesad-e Towhidi”
(the monotheist economics) and alike do not comply with the structure of globalized
capitalism. That is, in today’s world, a country with small, separated, and decentralized
economic units can no longer fight against the international trusts and concentration of
simple and complex industries. Backed by the oil revenue, they might be able to seal the
borders [against the capital outflow] and cover up the lack of performance of their small
workshops and petit capitals. [sic] Yet, in this wicked dead-end situation, the petit bourgeois
would inevitably bombard everything. [sic] Their ideal model for running a country, their
utopia, is the model of Qom and Kashan, with their mud houses, small workshops, and
traditional silk-knitters of Yazd. Instead of large, concentrated malls, which is common in
both capitalist and socialist systems, they promote the model of Isfahan’s bazaar, with little
shops and small chambers of retailers. [sic] In their utopian world, there is no room for giant
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bridges, huge hospitals, steel production factories, petrochemical industry, and so on. [sic]
This is why a layperson can become a boss, an expert in everything and everywhere, since
attending the Construction Jehad and using shovels and pickax for digging a small water
ditch does not need any expertise.184

Although Golshiri’s immediate observation anticipated some of the events of the next three
years, and even though he aptly recognized the desired economic model of the ruling party’s
(IRP) clerical revolutionaries which is based on the support of small businesses, he missed the
strong power of both Khomeini and the IRP in persuading and intimidating a group of Iranian
engineers, doctors, and experts to help them reorient Islamized developmental plans. In other
words, he foresaw the disruptions and destructions of the Cultural Revolution but did not
envisage the establishment of the HCR and the emergence of a new definition and application of
modern technoscience, namely Islamic technoscience.
Golshiri also forgot to address another dimension that played an important role in the
social formation of the Cultural Revolution: gender restrictions. In addition to the economic
interests of petit bourgeoisie, a certain flow of gender-oriented power dynamics in Iranian
society coalesced in the Cultural Revolution to form an emerging desire for manipulating the
social representation of women in all cultural and intellectual areas, especially in science and
technology. In Chapter 4, I showed that the postrevolutionary state invoked various physical,
academic, and disciplinary limitations on women in scientific and academic spaces. I examined
the state’s gender policies in engineering and technical education during and after the Cultural
Revolution to understand the ruling relations and the internal power dynamics governing the
middle-rank sections of the HCR and the UJ. I argued that the state’s restrictions on women both
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emerged from and intensified the stereotypical image of femininity and the female body. In this
traditionalist image, women’s bodies are not capable of managing the “demanding” jobs in the
areas of technology, engineering, and agriculture.
Gender and social class are not the only categories determining the social formation of
science and technology in Iran. Race and ethnicity can also be taken into account. One of the
strongest motivations for Iranians to pursue scientific expertise, especially during the twentieth
century, was to prove they are not an inferior race in comparison with Europeans and Americans.
Genetics, eugenics, and race sciences were among the most immediate manifestations of this
motivation, employing Iranians as both practitioners of science and test subjects.185 Yet, the
impact of race and ethnicity in technology, engineering, and technoscientific devices has
remained an unexplored area of study. One question arising from this issue is to what extent
Western machines used in Iran embodied the idea of a superior race for Iranians. If a welldesigned and well-manufactured machine imported from the West meant that Westerners were
superior, how did different social groups respond to such an interpretation? More importantly,
how were domestic ethnic tensions between the state and different populations represented in the
realm of science, technology, and medicine? Were there any exclusion and inclusion dynamics
behind the design of Islamic technoscientific things? Was there any relationship between Islamic
technoscience and the ethnic conflicts of the early Islamic Republic period? Hopefully, with the
rising interest in the relationship between race, ethnicity, and technology among historians of
science and technology, we will be able to see some answers to these questions.
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5.3

Next Steps

In this concluding chapter, I have brought up a few questions that this thesis could not answer:
the parallel structure of the science policy system in the 1980s, the emergence and consequences
of the concepts of “machinisme” and “scientific colonialism” among the postrevolutionary
intelligentsia, the influence of Schumacher’s theory, and the question of race, to name but a few.
I will wrap up these questions by two further observations that may lay a basis for future
independent projects.
The primacy of “thick things” over subtle knowledge in this thesis was not entirely an
arbitrary methodological choice. It was enforced by the discourse adopted by my historical
subjects. In the introduction, I defined Islamic technoscience as a material setting, a group of
things, devices, and machines embodying the political desire for the independence of an Islamic
state. In the pursuit of this material setting, the young revolutionary engineers put the
practicality, applicability, and visibility of scientific and technological knowledge as their
highest priorities. Therefore, it is not a surprise that the HCR and the UJ were constantly
speaking of new innovative products and not new theories. During my archival research, the
binary of practical versus theoretical appeared several times in different contexts. I only
formulated this binary in the context of gender, in chapter 4, where applied and practical sciences
were deemed suitable only for men and theoretical fields of study belonged to the realm of
femininity. I think, however, that this binary carries many more implications and has the capacity
to be further explored in the archives. One possible research plan is to study the response of
scientists, technologists, and even the postrevolutionary dissident intellectuals to the rising
demand for productivity by the state. Some might find an interesting mismatch in the state
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policies between “science” and “technology” in which the pursuit of the former was suspended
in favor of the latter.
It did not suffice for the postrevolutionary state to create its own science. It also strived to
produce its own history of science and technology. This attempt started shortly after the Cultural
Revolution when the HCR launched a committee for translation186 and a center for editing and
revising academic textbooks, called The Center for University Press. Apart from the state-funded
historical studies conducted through projects of editing textbooks and providing new educational
materials, historians and philosophers such as Hossein Masoumi-Hamedani, Nasrollah
Pourjavadi, and Kamran Fani published several pieces in the bimonthly Nashr-e Danesh
popularizing the history of Islamic sciences from a new postrevolutionary perspective. A more
politically-driven attempt for writing the history of science from an Islamist view was a column
series published by Daneshgah-e Enghelab from its first issue in April 1981 until 1985 titled
“An Analysis of Bibliography and Biography of Islamic Scientists”. In the opening issue of the
journal, the anonymous writer of the series stated that “our purpose [for providing this column]
is, first, to introduce a dimension of Islamic University to our Muslim nation to let them know
what personalities this university can present to the society”.187 Analyzing this series of articles,
one can find a kind of harmony between the Islamic Republic’s technoscientific policies and its
ideal image of the history of science and technology. In particular, one can hardly miss the
nostalgic image presented by the young revolutionaries about the glorious age of Islamic
civilization when science was blooming unrivaled in the Muslim lands.

Nasrollah Pourjavadi, “Darbare-ye Komitte-ye Tarjome, Ta’lif va Tashih (On the HCR’s committee for
Translation, writing, and editing),” Nashr-e Danesh 1, no. 1 (1980): 4–7.
187
An interesting list of these scientists was published in the first issue: “Zendeginame-ye Daneshmandan-e Eslami
(Biography of Islamic Scientists),” Daneshgah-e Enghelab 1, no. 1 (April) (1981): 46–48.
186
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Tables
Table 1 – Number and percentage of female students enrolled in the Iranian higher education based on major fields of study.
1969

1970

1979-80

1983-84*

Field of
study

All
students

No.
Female
students

Female
share

All
students

No.
Female
students

Female
share

All
students

No.
Female
students

Female
share

Medical
sciences

9370

3031

32%

10000

3434

34%

25848

14084

54%

Law
Social
Sciences
Humanities
Education
Natural
Sciences and
Mathematics
Agriculture
Engineering

2325

391

17%

-

-

-

2588

613

24%

12104
8
2509

13666

3284

24%

18163

4201

23%

29399

8766

30%

13305

5929

45%

14704

6837

46%

26350

11364

2150

606

28%

1951

603

31%

7033

2790

8964

2233

25%

9876

2269

23%

29867

2976

302

10%

3162

321

10%

11703

515

4%

14008

725

Fine Arts
Total

2809

658

23%

2844

67268

16949

25%

74708

All
students

1984-85

1985-86

No.
Female
students

Female
share

All
students

No.
Female
students

Female
share

All
students

No.
Female
students

Female
share

38643

32%

32604

15755

48%

31208

13850

44%

560

22%

3145

592

19%

3430

559

16%

16289

5372

33%

18050

6078

34%

18578

6252

34%

43%
40%

15197
9801

6712
3445

44%
35%

18047
7769

8022
2975

44%
38%

19891
6963

9038
2796

45%
40%

9216

31%

20906

7168

34%

24452

8599

35%

24353

9226

38%

6800

1401

21%

5253

353

7%

5992

237

4%

5416

176

3%

5%

40980

3556

9%

22848

1448

6%

31851

1780

6%

37579

2021

5%

637

22%

5352

1781

33%

3059

971

32%

3899

1178

30%

4077

1484

36%

19027

25%

174217

53571

31%

216910

64672

30%

145809

45216

31%

151495

45402

30%

* Universities were closed in the period 1980-1983.
Source: Mojab, Shahrzad. “The State and University: The Islamic Cultural Revolution in the Institutions of Higher Education of Iran, 1980-1987.”
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1991. 194 (recreated and summarized).
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Figures and Illustrations

Figure 1 - The front cover of the pamphlet, Enghelab-e Farhangi.
This pamphlet was signed by Alef Sharm and dated June 9, 1980. 5000 copies of this edition of the pamphlet
were circulated in Tehran (Source: Tehran University’s Central Library).
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Figure 2 - Organizational structure of the Headquarters of the Cultural Revolution.
Redrawn from a chart published in the monthly Daneshgah-e Enghelab (no. 2: 13-16).
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Figure 3 - "Portable Harvester, made by the University Jehad."
This is the only picture I found in the archives. Despite the lack of quality in this picture, one can guess how
its blade and cutting system is inspired by a combine harvester. (Source: “Namayeshgah-e Jehad Daneshgahi
(University Jehad Exhibition).” Jehad, no. 36 (1982): 47).
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Figure 4 - "Blossoms on the young tree of the Islamic University". This poster features two basic seed
varieties of red kindney beans (in two above jars) alongside the two hybridized varieties (two jars below)
modified by two students at the “Agriculture Department of Karaj” (Tehran University’s campus). The
modification technique was grafting with sequential selection which resulted in plants thriving and being
immune to pests . (Source: Daneshgah-e Enghelab, no. 2 (July and August 1981): 62).
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Figure 5 – Islamic technoscience materialized. Another poster featuring a number of technoscientific devices
developed by the UJ in Isfahan University of Technology. Top-left: Samples of galvanized parts of electrical
transfer networks; Top-right: Schematic view of continous cast steel crystalizator; Bottom-right: Cuts of a
crystalizor for mechanical and chemical tests. Bottom-left: Collaboration with the material committee of the
CJ for production and repair of surgery and orthopaedy devices. (Source: Daneshgah-e Enghelab, no. 2 (July
and August 1981): 64).
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Figure 6 - the electric dryer for hoteling and dormitory purposes.
Designed and produced by the technical school of Tehran University. The emblem of the Islamic Republic
printed on the forehead of this machine shows that these technological artifacts are deeply associated with the
identity of the state (Source: Daneshgah-e Enghelab, no.4 (September and October 1981): 67).
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Figure 7 - Plastic cutting and sealing machine made by the University Jehad, Sharif University of Technology.
Presented in the first anniversary of the Cultural Revolution (Source: Daneshgah-e Enghelab, no.2 (July and
August 1981): 65).
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Figure 8 - Gender segregation in classrooms.
This picture was attached to an instruction explaining how universities should separate rows of men from
rows of women. (Source: Daneshgah-e Enghelab, no. 16: 66.)

99

Figure 9 – Revolutionary science fairs: Appeared in the monthly Daneshgah-e Enghelab on the anniversary of
the establishment of the University Jehad, this illustration was one of the very scarce graphical depictions of
the science fairs and propaganda exhibitions of the HCR and the UJ. As one easily can notice, all the
participants and visitors in this picture are male. In the center above of the picture, there is a banner which
reads “the soul and spirit of every revolution is the cultural revolution". (Source: Daneshgah-e Enghelab,
1983, no. 28: 12).
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